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Abstract
Design and Performance Analysis of
Genetic Algorithms for
Topology Control Problems
by
Cem Şafak Şahin

Advisor: Prof. M. Ümit Uyar

In this dissertation, we present a bio-inspired decentralized topology control mechanism, called force-based genetic algorithm (fga), where a genetic algorithm (ga) is
run by each autonomous mobile node to achieve a uniform spread of mobile nodes
and to provide a fully connected network over an unknown area. We present a formal analysis of fga in terms of convergence speed, uniformity at area coverage, and
Lyapunov stability theorem.
This dissertation emphasizes the use of mobile nodes to achieve a uniform distribution
over an unknown terrain without a priori information and a central control unit. In
contrast, each mobile node running our fga has to make its own movement direction
and speed decisions based on local neighborhood information, such as obstacles and
the number of neighbors, without a centralized control unit or global knowledge.
We have implemented simulation software in Java and developed four different testbeds
to study the effectiveness of different ga-based topology control frameworks for netiv

work performance metrics including node density, speed, and the number of generations that gas run.
The stochastic behavior of fga, like all ga-based approaches, makes it difficult to
analyze its convergence speed. We built metrically transitive homogeneous and inhomogeneous Markov chain models to analyze the convergence of our fga with respect
to the communication ranges of mobile nodes and the total number of nodes in the
system. The Dobrushin contraction coefficient of ergodicity is used for measuring
convergence speed for homogeneous and inhomogeneous Markov chain models of our
fga. Furthermore, convergence characteristic analysis helps us to choose the nearoptimal values for communication range, the number of mobile nodes, and the mean
node degree before sending autonomous mobile nodes to any mission.
Our analytical and experimental results show that our fga delivers promising results
for uniform mobile node distribution over unknown terrains. Since our fga adapts
to local environment rapidly and does not require global network knowledge, it can
be used as a real-time topology controller for commercial and military applications.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Autonomy in machines is defined as the capability of operating in the real-life environment without any centralized and external control unit. Autonomous systems
represent a blend of software and machinery to create intelligent platforms for complex real-world problems without human control and guidance. These systems must
be self-sufficient and capable of adapting their behavior to rapidly changing and most
likely unfamiliar environments.

1.1

Motivation

A mobile ad hoc network (manet) is a wireless network paradigm which encompasses
autonomous systems of mobile nodes connected using wireless links with limited
ranges. These mobile entities dynamically establish a network without any need of

1

pre-existing structure or an administrator. Each mobile node, in most circumstances,
moves and operates in a distributed peer-to-peer mode, generating independent data
and acting as a router to provide multi-hop communications (i.e., communication
between far away mobile nodes can be established via multi-hop routing). Unlike the
wired networks that typically have fixed network topology, the mobility of manet
nodes can lead to frequent and unpredictable topology changes due to mobile nodes
leaving and/or joining the network without notice. The main goal of topology control in a manet is to maintain network connectivity, optimize network lifetime and
throughput, and make it possible to design power-efficient routing [1]. The optimal
topology control and coordination in a manet should be highly dynamic and adaptive
due to a manet’s dynamic and unpredictable topology. A global optimal solution
for the control and coordination of a manet topology may be achieved by continuously monitoring all mobile nodes’ status; however, this approach is not scalable due
to the overhead required to obtain such information for a highly dynamic topology.
Another approach may be the distribution of the topology control and coordination;
it may be realizable and practical but the need and lack of reliable coordination may
result in instability and the underutilization and waste of valuable resources such as
bandwidth and energy. Furthermore, distributed topology control approach may not
quickly adapt to dynamically changing environments. One way of maintaining topology control and a uniform distribution of mobile nodes over a terrain is to provide
the nodes with the ability to adapt their speeds and movement directions based on
their local neighbor nodes and surroundings (e.g., number of neighbors, neighbors
locations, obstacles within node sensing range, etc.). In other words, each mobile
2

node uses a topology control algorithm as a self-distribution mechanism to decide its
next speed and movement direction to obtain a uniform distribution.
Recent years have seen a considerable amount of research interest in manets since
manet applications span a wide spectrum ranging from commercial to military applications such as clearing mine-fields, spreading military assets in unknown areas
(e.g., robots, mini-submarines etc.), controlling unmanned vehicles and transportation systems, emergency and rescue operations (e.g., hurricane, earthquake, tsunami,
etc.), and environmental cleaning operations. These applications typically require a
uniform distribution of autonomous mobile nodes controlled by active running software agents over an unknown geographical area [2–4]. Dynamically changing network
topology, lack of centralized authority, nodes’ selfishness, and unknown deployment
terrain present some of the difficulties in self deployment algorithm for mobile entities
in manets [5–7].
Evolutionary algorithms (eas) [8] are a family of evolutionary processes which are
inspired by the natural selection concept called survival of the fittest in biological
systems. They promise outstanding adaptation, reliability, and robustness features
in dynamic environments such as manets. eas differ from the traditional optimization algorithms (e.g., hill-climbing [9], tabu search [10], and others) in that using
a population of potential solutions instead of a single solution. eas, intuitively, are
proper choices for multi-optimum search problems due to their intrinsic parallel search
mechanisms. Fig. 1.1 shows popular optimization methods, each of which typically
has a different focus on its own suitable target problems. For problems with no
3

Search Techniques

Enumerative

Guided Random

Evolutionary
Algorithms

Calculus Based

Simulated
Annealing

Genetic
Evolutionary Evolutionary
Genetic
Algorithms Programming Programming Strategies
Figure 1.1: Classification of search techniques
known deterministic solutions or with solutions unfeasibly high computation complexity, there has been an increasing interest in applying evolutionary and hereditary
principles based on special selection methodologies to generate approximate solutions.
As shown in Fig. 1.1, genetic algorithms (called gas) are a highly popular type of eas
using techniques motivated by evolutionary biology such as selection, mutation, and
elitism [11]. gas are suitable for solving a wide range of complex real-life problems
requiring automated, adaptive, and self-learning computational techniques across military, commercial, and scientific applications. For example, decentralized intelligence
is used where a large number of simple robots in multi-robot systems coordinate to
obtain a collaborative behavior for completing a difficult task [12–16]. gas are one of
the most suitable approaches in finding solutions to these types of collaborative and
complex task-oriented problems including np-hard ones.
4

1.2

Our Approach

The techniques proposed in this dissertation provide an infrastructure for autonomous
topology control in manets. Our coverage-centric mobile node deployment algorithm
is called forced-based ga (fga) ensures effective sensing coverage (i.e., communication range called Rcom ) for each mobile node after initial deployment. Our fga is also
an energy-aware self-organization framework since it manages the mobile nodes reducing energy consumption due to the unnecessary excessive movements. Fault-tolerant
self-organization is another important feature of our ga-based topology control approach. Our fga is resilient to losses and malfunction of mobile nodes improving the
robustness of the manet that it is operating in. Fig. 1.2 illustrates a single mobile
node with its environment where mobile node 1 has five neighbors (Nodes 2, 4, 5, 6,
and 7) and does not communicate with Node 3 due to an obstacle. Mobile node 1
in Fig. 1.2 runs our ga-based topology control framework to decide its next location
(i.e., the next speed and movement direction) based on its neighboring nodes.
It is easy to envision many applications for ga-based topology control approach ranging from military to commercial applications, such as search and rescue missions (e.g.,
locating humans trapped in rubble after an earthquake), controlling unmanned vehicles, and transportation systems, clearing mine-fields, detecting hazardous materials,
mapping, and spreading military assets (e.g., robots, mini-submarines, etc.) under
harsh and bandwidth-limited conditions. All these applications include exploration
of an unknown area that consists of identifying the locations of obstacles, objects,

5

Figure 1.2: An autonomous mobile node with the communication range of Rcom , its
five neighbors, and typical obstacles in a terrain
and free spaces by sensing the environment. Exploration is a basis for many other
applications. For example, to map an unknown area, mobile nodes need to explore
the area. To search and rescue survivors after a disaster, mobile nodes have to explore
the area to find survivors [17]. Exploration may also have several different objectives
to optimize including exploration time minimization and the total energy consumption minimization. Furthermore, in these types of applications a large number of
mobile nodes can self-spread and gather information from multiple viewpoints simultaneously, allowing them to share information and adapt to the environment quickly
and comprehensively. One of the common objectives among these applications is the
uniform distribution of autonomous mobile nodes operating on geographical areas

6

without a priori geographical terrain knowledge. The topology control of autonomous
mobile nodes face extra challenges in manets since:

• due to mobility, local terrain may change dramatically and quickly in a short
time-span during an operation,
• the number of mobile nodes may increase or decrease unpredictably due to
malfunctions or hostile activity,
• mobile nodes may not have access to navigation maps or gps devices, but can
only have limited information collected from local neighbors,
• nodes may be deployed into a terrain from a single entry point (rather than
simplified approaches using random or other types of initial distributions often
seen in existing research).

gas are adaptive heuristic search algorithms which have been demonstrated to be
useful tools in a variety of search and optimization problems. gas premise on the
evolutionary ideas of natural selection and search for the best individuals within a
population as the ga evolves toward the fittest solution or optimum result in an
entire problem space [8, 11]. In [15, 16, 18–20], we introduce our fga as a topology
control mechanism in manets. In this framework, each mobile node runs fga to
decide its next speed and movement direction based on its current local information
to obtain a uniform distribution. The objective function used in fga is inspired by
the equilibrium of the molecules in physics where each molecule tries to be in the
balanced position and to spend minimum energy to protect its own position. Our
7

ga-based topology control framework uses the objective function (also called fitness
function) to quantify the optimality of a solution (chromosome) and rank it against
all the other chromosomes. We implemented simulation software to evaluate fgas
effectiveness and applicability to real-life problems. In addition, in the Bio-inspired
Computing Laboratory at the City College of New York, we built several testbeds to
study the convergence properties of various ga-based topology control mechanisms,
including fga, in manets. Our testbeds use different technologies and components,
namely:

• fpga Virtex-IItm with laptops and desktops,
• vmwaretm ,
• small robots (iRobotstm ) controlled by gumstixtm processors,
• laptops and pdas.

In this dissertation, the main objective for our evolutionary algorithm is to uniformly
distribute mobile nodes over a two dimensional area while maintaining their communication connectivity. One of the best ways to maintain and improve network
connectivity is to provide mobile nodes with the ability to adjust their speed and
movement direction without a centralized control unit. However, these skills represent a challenging problem since:

• the conditions of geographical terrain may change dramatically in a short time
span (although there are many factors that affect the performance and success
8

of mobile nodes distribution in an unknown terrain, the environmental configuration has one of the largest impact on the speed and success of mobile nodes
separation),
• the number of mobile nodes may change (increase or decrease) dynamically due
to malfunctions and/or loss of communications,
• mobile nodes may not have access to navigation maps or gps devices, but have
only limited information collected from local neighbors,
• mobile nodes may be deployed into a terrain from a single entry point (more
realistic but more difficult than random or other types of initial distributions
often seen in existing research),
• the real-world manet applications may not have persistent and reliable network
connections.

1.3

Thesis Outline

The remainder of this dissertation is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, we review
prior research on the use of gas on mobile node deployment, target localization in
manets, swarm robotics, statistical and mathematical methods for eas used in convergence evaluation. We also provide the differences between cited approaches and
our ga-based topology control framework. Chapter 3 contains three sections, namely
Genetic Algorithms (Section 3.1), manets (Section 3.2), and Mobility Model (Sec9

tion 3.3). In Section 3.1, we briefly introduce gas using a simple problem as an example. Section 3.2 provides fundamentals about manets. Section 3.3 briefly explains
our mobility model for manets. Chapter 4 outlines our fga approach with formal
proofs of convergence. Chapter 5 has two sections. In Section 5.1, our simulation
software is introduced with experimental results. Our testbed implementations with
experimental results are in Section 5.2. Chapter 6 presents the statistical analysis of
our ga-based topology control approach using the results of simulation experiments
for different network parameters including the node communication range (Rcom ),
and the number of autonomous mobile nodes. To formally analyze the convergence
speed of fga, we build the ergodic homogeneous (in Section 7.2) and inhomogeneous
(in Section 7.3) Markov chain models as explained in Chapter 7. The concluding
remarks, future research directions for this work, and our refereed publications we
generated during the course of this research are presented in Chapter 8.
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Chapter 2

Related Work

Our fga is inspired by the force-based distribution in physics where each molecule
attempts to remain in balanced position and to spend minimum energy to protect
its own position. fga is run by each mobile node as a standalone topology control
application to uniformly distribute mobile nodes in an unknown terrain [18, 19, 21].
In our research, we used discrete-time walk model adapted from [22]. We provide
formal analysis of our ga-based topology control framework in [20, 23]. We analyze
the convergence rate of our ga-based approach by using homogeneous Markov chain
in [16, 24, 25] and inhomogeneous Markov chain in [23, 26]. In this dissertation, we
refer to our models of homogeneous and inhomogeneous Markov chains as hmcfga and
imcfga , respectively. hmcfga and imcfga models help us to explicate the convergence
behavior and speed of our ga-based topology control approach with respect to different environmental conditions (e.g., number of neighbors and position of obstacles),
number of mobile nodes, and communication range of Rcom .
11

2.1

Topology Control Algorithms for Mobile Ad
hoc Networks

There have been a number of proposals for self-organization of mobile nodes. In [6],
mobile wireless sensors organize themselves in an adaptive manner over a geographical
area by utilizing a self deployment algorithm based on cooperative mobile robotics.
The percentage of the region covered, uniformity of network topology, time elapsed
until all the nodes reach their final locations, and the average distance traveled by each
node are considered as performance metrics. Another approach rely on computational
geometry techniques such as Voronoi diagrams (va) where the area of interest is
partitioned into many subareas, one for each node, so that the nodes can move to
maximize coverage in its own sub-area. [27] applies vas to discover areas not covered
by any node and provide general rules based on the principle of moving nodes from
densely deployed areas to sparsely deployed areas. A modification of this approach [28]
analyzes the problem of sensor deployment in a hybrid scenario, with both mobile and
fixed sensors in the same environment. [29] uses Delaunay triangulation techniques to
maximize coverage area while minimizing coverage gaps and overlaps by adjusting the
deployment layout of nodes close to equilateral triangulation. [30] presents algorithms
designed to minimize moving distance of nodes with particular emphasis on operative
settings where coverage does not imply connectivity. In [31], evolutionary algorithms
are used to calculate off-line path planning for unmanned aerial vehicles in a 3-D
terrain. [32] proposes a reduced complexity ga for optimizing sensor networks to
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create a maximum number of sensor clusters with cluster-heads using a ga.
Another common approach uses potential-field-based algorithms that assume that the
movement of each node can be affected by virtual forces (vf) from other nodes and
obstacles [33–35]. This approach imitates the behavior of electro-magnetic particles:
when two electro-magnetic particles are too close to each other, a repulsive force
pushes them apart. There are other approaches inspired by the physics as well. Based
on fluid dynamics, [36] models the mobile node network as as a fluid body and the
individual nodes as fluid elements that can penetrate and diffuse into highly unknown
and unstructured terrain. In [37], the theory of gases is used to give a unified solution
to the problem of deployment and dynamic relocation of mobile sensors in an open
environment. Two physics-based approaches based on artificial forces and the kinetic
theory of gases are used and compared to model sensor movements in the presence of
obstacles in [38]. [39] introduces the concept of very large scale robotic (vlsr) systems
and consider a distributed control approach based on artificial force laws between
individual robots and robot groups. Another work on distributed formation control
of robots is presented in [40], where the authors consider asynchronous distributed
control and geometric pattern formation of multiple anonymous robots (the robots
are anonymous in the sense that they all execute the same algorithm and they cannot
be distinguished by their appearances).
Although the cited approaches assume unknown environments, all of them require
the manual tuning of constants and thresholds whose appropriate values are closely
dependent on the particular operative scenario. Our topology control algorithm, fga,
13

uses a genetic algorithm in the decision-making process of adaptive and autonomic
systems to dynamically evolve reconfiguration strategies that balance competing objectives at run time. Our ga-based topology control framework uses only locally
available information and does not require manual tuning of key parameters or a
priori knowledge of the operative scenario. Furthermore, most of the cited proposals may utilize algorithms that do not converge (most lack stability or convergence
proofs).

2.2

Mobility Model

In [41], different mobility models (e.g., random waypoint, random way group mobility, manhattan mobility, and freeway mobility) have been studied for mobile node
movements. [42] proposes a technique, based on renewal theory, for analyzing mobility
models in ad hoc networks and apply their method to random waypoint mobility. [43]
provides relation between various mobility models and their effects on performance of
mobile ad hoc network. [44] proposes a simplified random walk model capturing the
movement of mobile users in Personal Communications Services (PCS) networks. In
this research, areas are covered by radio base stations whose radio coverage is called
a cell, where they configure cells as hexagonal or mesh networks. In [44] only mobile
station can move in one unit time, and link availability from a fixed base station to
this mobile station is calculated. In [45], new analytic models are used to study the
node link stability for realistic wireless mobile network applications by calculating
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the exact link failure and creation probabilities. The mobility model used in this
dissertation is adapted from [22, 45].

2.3

Statistical Analysis

In [46], the classes of symmetric functions (skew-normal, uniform, t, Cauchy, Laplace,
and logistic distributions) depending on a parameter have been studied and some of
their properties are provided. If data fitting is considered, there is a useful fourparameter probability distribution: location, scale, symmetry, and tailweight. [47]
suggests using the method of moments for finding these four parameter values. In [48],
detailed information about the skew-normal can be found. When skewness is absent,
there is a singularity of the Fisher information matrix. [49] shows an alternative
parameterization method that overcomes problems related to this singularity. [50] is
the first publication that introduced skew-normal distribution. It provides a class
of density function depending on the shape parameter (when the shape parameter
is zero, the density function is the normal). The properties of this class of densities
as a mean of the shape parameter is given in [50]. [51] posses important questions
about statistical models and their parameters. [52] examines how well the different
approximation methods capture the tail behavior of a function of random variables
and provides a detailed explanations of the tail behaviors. Prediction and model
identification of the stationary time series problems are discussed in [53]. It also
provides analysis on providing realistic models for the processes generating observed
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time series. [54] introduces data distortion by probability distortion in three steps. It
focuses on the idea that the probability distorted series has asymptotically the same
statistical behaviors of the original series. All of the cited references above provide
more detail and practical information about parameterization and analysis of random
variables using probability distribution functions.

2.4

Convergence Analysis

Schema theory [11] and Markov chain are widely used to provide a formal structure
for analyzing gas. For example, a modified elitist strategy is used to generate the
current population from the reserved highest fitness valued individual and the rest are
from the previous generation in [55]. Similarly, [56] extends the previous work of [55]
and finds that the convergence rate of a ga is determined by the second largest eigenvalue of the transition matrix. In another study in [57], ga convergence is modeled
by using Markov chain showing that gas applied to large scale problems should avoid
convergence towards an unwanted solution or a local optima. The local convergence
of a ga with Cauchy mutation operator is analyzed in [58]. In [59], the eigenvalues of
the transition state matrix from Markovian analysis are used to estimate the convergence rate. In [60], ga convergence time behavior is modeled with a Markov chain to
show the effects of binary and higher cardinality representation of a search space. One
of the first models for a simple ga as a Markov chain is given in [61]. In this model,
selection, mutation, and crossover are incorporated with the transition matrix. [62]
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investigates the convergence properties of gas applied to fitness functions perturbed
by multiple sources of additive noise that each take a finite number of values. [63]
proposes an algorithm for the control of autonomous swarms using the Gibb’s sampler simulated annealing process. [64] discusses modeling of manets using Markovian
Model representation. [65] discusses fundamental properties of finite Markov chains,
including graph theoretic considerations for transient and non-transient, recurrent
and non-recurrent cases. [66] considers the convergence of a ga in which only the
crossover operator is used with an elitist selection scheme. The local convergence of a
ga with Cauchy mutation operator is analyzed in [67]. The convergence of a ga for
a set of convex objective functions is discussed in [68]. [69] discusses the convergence
analysis of canonical genetic algorithms. [70] analyzes gas that make use of a property
called niching where multiple high fitness peaks are preserved by a niche operator. [71]
proposes a hybrid ga that incorporates the process of simulated annealing, named
the Global annealing genetic algorithm. [72] discusses Markov chain analysis of a ga
utilizing various selection schemes including maximum similar mating, proportional
similar mating, proportional dissimilar matting and maximum dissimilar mating. [73]
analyzes the evolution of gas in noisy environments and proposes bounds on fitness
functions that incorporate noise conditions. [74] explains various Markov chain Monte
Carlo methods, including the Gibb’s sampler and the Metropolis sampler and also
discusses various metrics used to characterize digital images and lays out the key problems in analyzing noisy images. It then provides a basis for describing digital images
in terms of random fields. Further [74] provides fundamental convergence analysis
techniques laid out by R. Droburshin [75]. This analysis is further characterized using
17

Markov chain analysis, including the method for constructing the transition matrix of
the Markov chain model. It shows that the the ga will converge to is optimum state
if the noise does not bring the fitness of the highest state lower to any suboptimal
state.
In this dissertation, we use Droburshin’s contraction coefficients to analyze the convergence characteristics of hmcfga and imcfga models under different circumstances in
terms of different communication range of Rcom , different environmental conditions,
and different number of nodes. The results do not depend on the initial condition
of mobile nodes (e.g., initial location, speed, and movement direction). Furthermore,
different from the cited approaches, our hmcfga and imcfga models shows the convergence characteristics as a system (i.e., all mobile node in a manet) rather than
individual algorithm (i.e., a mobile node).

2.5

Distributed Mobile Robotic Systems

Since the beginning of 2000’s, the emphasis of robotics research has shifted from the
control of individual robot to distributed robotics, swarm robotics, and mobile sensor
networks. Instead of an individual robot, the vision is changed to a large number of
well-coordinated miniature robots which can gather sensory information from multiple
viewpoints simultaneously. This approach allow multi-robot systems to understand
the environment more quickly and comprehensively. Furthermore, miniature robots
have many advantages such as:
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• much less expensive than a large individual robot,
• easily operate in difficult to-access areas,
• easily hide to avoid detection (esp. in military missions),
• low-power,
• easy to build a large scale team for complex tasks.

Bio-inspired approaches, especially ga, has also proven as an efficient approach in
various distributed robotic applications.
In [76], a ga-based approach is used to satisfy a distance-safety criteria for a mobile
robot motion. [77] proposes an algorithm to guide autonomous robots in a highway
to reach to their destination without any collision. In [78], an adaptive ga is used
to identify targets while avoiding obstacles. The mobile robots collect information
from the environment with their video camera and light sensors and run their own
ga to stay away from static and unknown blockages and arrive to a given target. [79]
describes how a parallel computing ga can be applied for allocating target points to
multiple mobile nodes, such as robots, appropriately so that the overall area exploration time is minimized. [80] proposes a ga for path planning of a mobile robot,
which incorporates the domain knowledge into its specialized operators and is capable of finding an optimal or near-optimal robot path in both complex static and
dynamic environments. [81] discusses gas to explore the space of path finding algorithms in training and three dimensional naval real-time strategy games. Autonomous
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dispersion of mobile nodes using a random diffusion method are considered in [82].
A potential-field approach is used to deploy mobile sensors in [83]. The fields are
constructed such that each sensor is repelled by both obstacles and by other sensors,
thereby forcing the network to spread itself throughout the environment.
Swarm robotics is another approach of using multi-robot systems collaboratively instead of single complex robot. Several promising results in swarm robotics are recently
reported. Multi-agent collaboration for swarm robots for distributed missions to fetch
and retrieve objects is presented in [84]. In [85], cooperative exploration strategy for
mobile robots are presented based on the sensor-based random trees. [86] provides a
basis for a distributed robotic system capable of constructing any given planar structure. [87] discuss various applications and a prototype for different scenarios including
self powered and self-governing swarm robotic platforms. Abstract models for rescue
operations using swarm robots are studied in [88]. In [89], swarm optimization is used
for route planning for unmanned aerial vehicles using a fitness function based on both
flight time and safety. Similarly, a particle swarm optimization algorithm for path
optimization of soccer playing robots is proposed in [90]. [91] illustrates a complex
transporting problem requiring collaboration for small robots. Quantum probability
in the chromosome coding strategy to adapt coalition formation into multi-robot systems is used in [92]. A hierarchical behavior-based model in which several parameters
are adjusted with a ga for tuning the parameters of a swarm to surround a target is
proposed in [93]. [94] outlines the interactive use of autonomous robots and human
beings in fire emergency settings. This study shows that a swarm of robots which are
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capable of working in fire fighting operations. Dependability, robustness, and reliability of the swarm-based systems for distributed safety critical systems are discussed
in [95]. An algorithm for distributing a swarm of primitive robots in an unknown
geographical area is proposed in [96].
There are fundamental differences between our approach and the existing research
cited above. In our bio-inspired algorithm, there is no difference in mobile node’s
privilege (i.e., no leader or follower). fga only utilizes information from neighboring
nodes and local terrain to make movement and speed decisions to converge towards
a uniform distribution of mobile nodes; there is no central controller unit or global
knowledge of the entire network. In fact, as will be shown in Chapters 5 and 7, fga
adapts to its immediate environment rapidly and does not require global network
knowledge, and hence it can be used as a real-time topology controller for realistic
military and civilian applications. Our ga-based topology control approach has the
basic self-* properties of autonomic computing, i.e. self-healing, self-configuration,
and self-adaptation, giving rise to a fully decentralized algorithm. Furthermore, the
decentralized characteristic of fga makes it resilient to mobile node losses. Another
significant difference is that no a priori knowledge of the geographical area is needed
for fga. It is also important to note that the self-* is more challenging in manets
compared to sensor networks since, unlike sensor networks, there are no stationary
nodes are present in manets.
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Chapter 3

Genetic Algorithms and Mobility
Model

In this chapter, we briefly introduce gas with examples from a traditional ga. We
also discuss our mobility model used in our analysis.

3.1

Genetic Algorithms

Genetic algorithms (gas) are a class of stochastic search algorithms forming a subset
of bio-inspired computation algorithms. Biologically inspired computation algorithms
are a subset of evolutionary algorithms (eas). They mimic nature such that the
hereditary transfer of biological trait information is used as a role model for stepwise
improvement and development of a population of candidate solutions in eas. gas were
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developed by Holland [11] in 1975 as a tool to find solutions to optimization problems
in poorly understood large spaces. gas are based on the survival of the fittest principal
utilizing the genetic process of a biological organism. In other words, gas mimic the
way biological trait information is transferred and improved under selection pressure
in nature. The desired phenotype traits (that is, those of individuals) are selected
by the evaluation of a specified fitness (i.e., objective) function. Individuals with a















 












 
 









 

  




    















 





 









 

 

 




















  









    


















 




 


































 

Figure 3.1: An example of operational flow in a traditional genetic algorithm

higher objective function score are more likely to be selected for breeding process in
a ga. According to the theory of evolution, only those individuals in a population
who are better suited to the environment are likely to survive and generate offspring,
thereby transmitting their superior genetic information to new generations [8, 11].
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The gas, utilizing this principal of survival of the fittest, are typically applied to
problems where deterministic methods are not present or cannot provide satisfactory
results. The gas are essentially composed of a set of individual chromosomes (called
a population) and biologically inspired operators that create a new (and potentially
better) population from an old one in a generation.
gas proved to be quite successful in finding good solutions to such complex problems
as the traveling salesman problem, large scheduling problems, the knapsack problem,
graph partitioning, but also engineering and science problems like aircraft design,
production line optimizations, dna sequence prediction, robotic applications, and
financial market predictions.

3.1.1

The Structure of Genetic Algorithms

Typically, a ga works on a population of binary strings which correspond to the
chromosomes in biological systems. Algorithm 3.1 presents pseudo-code for a traditional ga where all chromosome have the same length. In a traditional ga, if there
is not enough information about problem space, the initial population of P (0) is
randomly generated with n individuals. As a part of the goal of Algorithm 3.1, to
optimize the fitness function, at each generation, the fitness value of all chromosomes
in a given population P (g) is computed. The transition from the population P (g)
at generation g to P (g + 1) is performed by several bio-inspired genetic operators,
namely crossover, mutation, and evaluation. These operators are briefly described in
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Section 3.1.2. This process continues until satisfying a certain stop criteria such as
reaching a certain number of generations.
Algorithm 3.1 Pseudocode of a traditional genetic algorithm
g ← 0 [generation counter]
Initialize population P(g) [initial population P(0)]
Evaluate population P(g) [compute fitness value of P(0)]
while not done do
g ←g+1
Select P(g) from P(g-1)
Crossover P(g)
Mutate P(g)
Evaluate P(g)
end while

To gain more insight about how traditional ga works, let us consider the steps in
a typical ga as shown in Fig. 3.1. First a population of n individuals is randomly
generated and evaluated using a fitness function score. For example, in Fig. 3.1,
numbers from 1 to 18 represent chromosome id (designated ids are only for exemplifying). The population is then sorted based on the individuals fitness values. Let us
assume that the typical ga is a minimization problem and, hence, the population is
sorted in a decreasing order of the fitness scores in Fig. 3.1. In crossover, individuals
are selected for breeding with probabilities proportional to their fitness scores (this
selection method is called a roulette wheel selection [8, 11]). For example, in Fig. 3.1
individuals 5 and 1 produce offspring 10 and 11. The offspring are then added to a
pool consisting of candidate solutions for a new population. The offspring in the pool
are then evaluated based on their fitnesses. Only the better performing individuals
are accepted into the newly created population. Mutation occurs on randomly selected individuals. Mutation protects against gas staying at local optimum points. In
25

Fig. 3.1, individual 17 is the only one that has been selected for mutation. In the new
population, it is mutated to individual 18 (indicated by an arrow in Fig. 3.1). The
elite individual has the best fitness value in the previous population and is typically
chosen for the newly created population without applying any genetic operators (i.e.,
elite individual is a member of the new population without being changed/updated
by any genetic operator). Therefore, the best fitness score in the new population is
better than, or at least the same as, the previous one. For example, in Fig. 3.1 individual 8 has the highest fitness score and, therefore, is placed into the new population
without being exposed to any genetic operators. The population undergoes this process (without the initialization step where the chromosomes are chosen randomly) for
many generations until a termination criterion is satisfied (e.g., convergence tolerance
of the best individuals reaching a certain preset limit, satisfying a predefined fitness
value, or reaching a limit on the number of generations).

3.1.2

Genetic Operators

3.1.2.1

Chromosome

In a ga framework, a possible solution for a given problem is represented by a chromosome that should be constructed carefully. Ideally a chromosome should include
all important parameters of the optimization problem space and be simple enough
not to increase the computational time to infeasible proportions. In general, suppose a binary chromosome is defined in a discrete search space Ω. A ga minimizes
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a given fitness function fi which maps from the search space to fitness landscape as
fi : Ω → Ψ. Then, each potential solution in the search space can be encoded
into l-bit binary chromosome that is an element of Φ = {0, 1}. This is a one-to-one
mapping from the search space to the chromosome space as Θ : Ω → Φ.

Figure 3.2: An example of 1-point crossover with crossover point two

3.1.2.2

Selection

The intent of the selection operator is to imitate the process of survival of the fittest.
It determines which individuals in the current generation is allowed to inherit their
genetic material to the next generation. Roulette wheel selection (also called proportional selection) and tournament selection are two of the most common selection
methodologies. In roulette wheel selection, the probability that a given member j
in the current population is chosen is proportional to the fitness of individual j [97].
For example, if there is a chromosome j with fitness value is twice as high as the
fitness of some other chromosome i, the chromosome j will expectedly have twice as
many copies of chromosome i in the next generation. Tournament selection involves
running several tournaments among fitter individuals chosen at random from the current population. The winner of each tournament (i.e., the individual with the highest
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fitness) is selected for crossover.

3.1.2.3

Crossover

The crossover operator is used to generate new individuals from the old ones. The
intend is to create offspring from the individuals with high fitness to produce even
fitter individuals [97]. The most common crossover method is called 1-point crossover.
In 1-point crossover, a point is randomly chosen between 1 to l where l is the length
of the chromosome, then, the values of the bits are swapped as shown in Fig. 3.2.
Suppose we have two chromosomes of P1 =< 01101000 > and P2 =< 11011010 >
and the crossover point is 2. As seen in Fig. 3.2, after crossover operator applied to
P1 and P2 , the offspring of C1 =< 01011010 > and C2 =< 11101000 > are generated
by bit swapping.

3.1.2.4

Mutation

The mutation operator lets gas to introduce new genetic information into a population. It also protects gas from stacking at a local optimum point. The most common
mutation operation is 1-bit mutation at which randomly selected one bit in a chromosome is flipped from 1 to 0, or vice versa. For example, as shown in Fig. 3.3, a
chromosome < 11101000 > is replaced by its mutation of < 11100000 > in a next
generation (i.e., the fifth bit in the chromosome is changed from 1 to 0).
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Figure 3.3: An example of 1-bit mutation with mutation point five
3.1.2.5

An Example for Traditional GA

To show the working principal of a traditional ga given in Fig. 3.1 and Algorithm 3.1
let us explicitly calculate one iteration of the function given below (shown by Fig. 3.4):
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Suppose a population is composed of four binary strings of length of 5. Each chromosome encodes an integer between 1 and 32. We use roulette wheel selection algorithm
(see Section 3.1.2.2) with one-point crossover with a probability of µc = 1.0 (see
Section 3.1.2.3) , and a mutation rate of µm = 0.001 (see Section 3.1.2.4).
For this example, the initial population is P0 = {00001, 01010, 11001, 11000}. The
fitness values of the chromosomes in the initial population P0 can be calculated as
f(00001) = 1, f(01010) = 7, f(11001) = 8, and f(11000) = 8. The probabilities to be
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Figure 3.4: The fitness function f(x) to be maximized by the traditional genetic
algorithm
selected in an arbitrary draw of roulette wheel selection (see Section 3.1.2.2) for each
chromosome in the initial population are p(00001) =
p(11000) =

8
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1
,
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,
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and

. To create the mating pool, we need 4 offspring which may include

copies of p(00001) ,

28
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copies of p(01010) , and

32
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1
6

copies of p(11001) and p(11000) . Then let

us assume that the mating pool is obtained as {11010, 11010, 01001, 01001} after the
crossover operation is applied. Suppose that offspring P(11010) in the mating pool is
mutated to P(11110) . The fitness values of the offspring are f(11110) = 10, f(11010) = 8,
f(01001) = 3, and f(11001) = 3. As a result, the new population will be composed of
P1 = {111110, 11010, 11001, 11000}.
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3.2

Mobile Ad hoc Networks

Wireless ad hoc networks have inspired tremendous research interest in since the
beginning of 2000’s. Recent achievements in wireless communication technologies,
microeletromechnanical systems (called mems), and electronic technologies have enabled the development of efficient, low-cost, low power, and multi-functional mobile
nodes that can sense the environment, communicate with local neighboring nodes,
and perform data processing to make certain decisions such as next movement direction, speed etc. A mobile ad hoc network (manet), which is a subset of wireless ad
hoc networks, consists of an autonomous system of mobile nodes which dynamically
form a network without any pre-existing structure. A typical manet may consist of
thousands of mobile nodes, deployed either randomly or according to some predefined
statistical distribution, over a geographic region of interest. A mobile node by itself
has severe resource constraints,such as low battery power, limited signal processing,
limited computation and communication capabilities, and a small amount of memory;
hence it can sense only a limited portion of the environment. However, when a group
of mobile nodes collaborate with each other, they can accomplish a much bigger task
efficiently. The primary advantages of deploying a manet include:

• low deployment cost,
• freedom from requiring a wired communication backbone,
• low interference because of mobile nodes’ limited communication ranges,
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• resilience to mobile node losses,
• robustness in the sense of non-hierarchical distribution and autonomous management.

Today’s technology has given many advantages for manet nodes in terms of performance, flexibility, robustness, mobility, and functionality for sensor-oriented tasks
such as environment monitoring, fire detection, transportation systems, and other
complex tasks. manet nodes has stimulated a wide range of applications in even
hostile environments for military missions. An autonomous mobile node in a manet
is generally equipped with sensing, computation, communication, and locomotion capabilities. The locomotion capability is the key distinguisher for manet nodes since
it is the particular difference between a manet node and a static network. Movement
capability facilities a number of useful network features, including (but not limited to)
the ability to self-deploy. Self-deployment is one of the key features in our approach
since it provides capability to start from a compact initial configuration, then, the
nodes in a manet can propagate by spreading out throughout time.
These mobile entities are geographically dispersed and equipped with wireless transmitters and receivers to communicate with each other within a manet. The communications among the mobile nodes are generally established through multi-hop routing
due to the limited range of transmission capabilities of each individual node. Since
the mobile nodes move arbitrarily in a manet, the network topology may change
dynamically and unpredictably. One way of maintaining a uniform distribution of
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mobile nodes over any terrain is to provide the nodes with the ability to adapt their
speeds and movement directions based on their local neighbor nodes and surroundings
(e.g., number of neighbors, neighbors locations, obstacles within node sensing range,
etc.). To handle frequent topology changes that may happen due to the locomotion of
mobile nodes and obtain/maintain uniform separation of nodes, we use a bio-inspired
topology control approach as explained in Section 4.

3.3

Mobility Model

Mobility is an inherent character of manets. In fact, to study uniform distribution of
autonomous mobile nodes in a manet, it is important to have an accurate mobility
model of mobile nodes for simulation and evaluation purposes. In other words, a
mobility model attempts to mimic the movements of real mobile nodes. In general,
mobility models are categorized as synthetic models and actual models [43]. Synthetic
mobility models for ad hoc networks are divided into two subgroups; random models
(e.g., the random walk mobility model called Brownian Motion, the gauss-markov
mobility model, and the column mobility model) and controlled models [43]. Actual
mobility models are extracted from real-life mobile nodes. Different mobility models
have different focuses and are applicable to different applications. For a uniform distribution in an unknown geographical terrain, a controlled mobility model is suitable
since self-organizing autonomous mobile nodes do not have a global administrator or
global knowledge, and each mobile node decides its own movement, direction, and
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speed [98]. Therefore, we design our controlled mobility model such that it not only
aims at describing an individual node’s motion behavior, but also considers the collective motion of all the mobiles nodes over time. In our approach, adopted from
the mobility model introduced by [22,45], each autonomous mobile node runs fga as
an independent software agent such that our ga-based topology control framework
assigns the speed and movement direction of a mobile node based on its local neighborhood information (see Section 4). Our mobility model reflects the behavior of an
individual mobile node with respect to its neighboring nodes and surroundings (e.g.,
obstacles, area borders, etc.). To reflect the autonomous nature of individual nodes,
in our model, there is no notion of collective synchronized movement by all of the
mobile nodes with reference to any particular point.
In our mobility model, we have a hexagonal terrain as a two-dimensional geographical
area of (dmax x dmax ) composed of logical hexagonal cells, where a unique Cartesian
coordinate pair < x, y > is assigned to each one of the cells. Fig. 3.5 shows an example
terrain with seven mobile nodes. The area is partitioned into logical hexagonal cells.
Each mobile node can move into six different directions (i.e., D0 through D5 ), if the
mobile node is not on the boundary, from a neighboring cell within one time unit.
The direction and speed of movement for all of the mobile nodes is determined by
the fga running on each node.
A wireless link between two mobile nodes is represented by a vector whose dimensions
are in terms of layers. We assume that the wireless link between two mobile nodes
is a two-way and undirected link. There is a link between two nodes if a signal
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transmitted from one node is received at the other node above a minimum required
power threshold [99]. One layer is equal to the center-to-center distance between two
neighboring cells. Hexagonal cells are grouped into layers such that cell < 0, 0 > is
at layer 0, the six cells neighboring cell < 0, 1 >, < 1, 0 >, < 1, −1 >, < 0, −1 >,
< −1, 0 >, and < −1, 1 >, are at layer 1. In general, for a mobile node in location
< 0, 0 > and another mobile node in location < x, y >, the wireless link state between
these mobile nodes is < x−0, y −0 >=< x, y >. For example, in Fig. 3.5, for a mobile
node N1 in location < 2, 0 > and another node N4 in location < −1, 2 >, the vector
representing wireless link between these nodes is < −1 − 2, 2 − 0 >=< −3, 2 >.
Note that using the state reduction technique presented in [100], < x, y > has an
equivalent state < xa , ya > such that xa and ya are non-negative integers and the link
state between two mobile nodes are called an available if and only if xa + ya ≤ Rcom ;
otherwise it is called an unavailable.
Let d be the center-to-center distance between two neighboring cells, while xa and ya
are non-negative integers that are equivalent to the state of < x, y > given in previous
paragraph. Two nodes are communicating with each other if and only if d ≤ Rcom ,
where d = xa + ya and Rcom is a positive integer representing the communication
range of a corresponding mobile node. For a wireless link < x, y > connecting two
mobile nodes, after one time unit, each mobile node moves one of its six neighbor cells
with a probability of

1
6

for each direction (i.e., D0 through D5 ). There are 36 possible

next link states, and, as some of the will result in the same vector, only 19 possible
combinations as shown in Table 3.3 [100]. If Rcom is a positive integer representing
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the communication range of a node, and R is the center-to-center distance between
two neighboring cells, a wireless link can be available only if R ≤ Rcom (The wireless
link is unavailable if there is an obstacle between two mobile nodes).
For simplicity, we accept all mobile nodes have the same communication range in
this paper (however, it is easy to generalize the solution to varying communication
ranges).

Figure 3.5: Seven mobile nodes distributed within an 5x9 hexagonal area partitioned
into logical hexagonal cells (Rcom = 3)

Table 3.1: The probability distribution for a wireless link to switch from state < x, y >
to state < x0 , y 0 >
The number of available links of a node is called its degree. In Fig. 3.5, N0 com36

N
Rcom
N

60
10
2.59

80
10
3.48

100
10
4.36

120
10
5.24

150
10
6.56

60
12
3.68

80
12
4.93

100
12
6.18

120
12
7.42

150
12
9.30

Table 3.2: Numerical results of N for different sets of N and Rcom (100x100)
municates with N1 , N2 , N4 , and N6 if Rcom = 3; hence, the degree of N3 is 4 for
Rcom = 3. After one time unit each mobile node moves into one of its six directions
with a certain speed. Speed and direction information are assigned by fga based on
local neighborhood information. The mobile node stays as immobile if our ga-base
topology control framework assigns the speed of a mobile node as zero. In our mobility model, without loss of generality, a mobile node is not allowed to move beyond
the area boundaries. For example, as shown in Fig. 3.5, N5 can only move directions
D0 , D3 , D4 . and D5 .

3.3.1

Mean Node Degree

The mean node degree (i.e., the desired number of neighbors) is the expected number of node degree to obtain the highest the coverage. The presentation of analytic
formulation to obtain the mean node degree of a node located at the central cell if
all mobile nodes move according to the discretetime random walk is shown in [100].
As an approximation of the optimum number of neighbors yielding the uniform node
distribution, the fitness function of our ga-based topology control framework is constructed around this mean node degree [22, 100]. For example, Table 3.3 shows some
numerical results for the calculated mean node degree (shown as N ) in the area of
100x100.
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Chapter 4

Force-based Genetic Algorithm

We address a challenging problem which is typical in many civilian and military
applications defined as follows:

Given N mobile nodes with communication ranges of Rcom , how should they
autonomously deploy themselves in an unknown region of interest (Aroi ) using
only local neighborhood information so that resulting configuration maximizes
the area coverage of the network while reducing the battery usage and staying as
a fully-connected network?

This problem becomes even more challenging due to typical characteristic of manets:

• the deployment cannot be determined a priori when Aroi is unknown or hostile
(for military missions)
• the geographical area may change dramatically in a short time-span during an
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operation
• the number of autonomous mobile nodes in a manet may change (increase or
decrease) dynamically
• mobile nodes do not have access to navigation maps nor to gps devices but
only have limited information from local neighbors
• mobile nodes are typically deployed into the terrain from a single entry point
(more difficult to analyze than random or other types of initial distributions
often seen in existing research).

Since there is no deterministic solution for this problem, we will use our ga-based
topology control framework to find acceptable solutions as explained in this dissertation.
We introduced a force-based genetic algorithm, called fga [21, 101], inspired by the
molecular repulsive force-based distribution in physics [6]. fga is run by each mobile
node as a stand alone software agent. A virtual force is assumed to be applied by the
neighboring nodes to a corresponding node. At the equilibrium, the aggregate virtual
force applied to a node by its neighbors should sum to zero. If the virtual force is not
zero, our ga-based agent uses this non-zero virtual force value in its fitness calculation
to adjust the nodes speed and direction of movement such that the total virtual force
on the mobile node will be minimized. The value of this virtual force depends on
the number of neighboring nodes within its communication range of Rcom and the
distance among them. In fga, a smaller fitness value indicates a better position for
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the corresponding node.
In fga framework, each node maintains a neighborhood table to keep records for its
neighboring mobile nodes. Every ∆T time units, a mobile node Ni runs its ga-based
software agent to find a better location to move (if exists) based on the information
from its neighborhood table; if it cannot find a location to improve its fitness, the
node stops moving momentarily (the details of fga fitness function are presented in
Section 4.2).
Algorithm 4.1 presents the pseudo code of our fga. First the neighborhood table
is updated by the information received from the nodes in its communication range.
Then a population of N individuals, called the initial population, is randomly generated where each individual represents a speed and movement direction for the node.
Each individual (i.e., chromosome) is then evaluated using a fitness score and sorted
based on its fitness value. Since our fga is posed as a minimization problem, individuals are sorted in a decreasing order of fitness scores, representing virtual forces
applied to them. In selection and crossover operators in Algorithm 4.1, individuals
are paired for breeding purposes. The mating probability is proportional to their fitness scores (see Section 3.1.2.2). At generaton g, the offspring are added to a pool as
candidate solutions for a new population P (g) based on the old one P (g − 1). After
the offspring in the pool are evaluated, only the better performing individuals are
accepted into the newly created population of P (g). Mutation occurs on randomly
selected individuals of a new population to protect the populations against local optimum points. The population evolves using this process for many generations until
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Algorithm 4.1 Pseudo-code of our fga
while ! (stopCrit) do
for all all neighbors do
if Neighbor is in the neighborhood table then
Update the neighbor’s information
else
Add the neighbor’s information into table
end if
end for
g ← 0 (generation counter)
Initialize population P(0)
Evaluate population P(0)
while ! (evolveDone) do
g ←g+1
Select P(g) from P(g-1)
Crossover P(g)
Mutate P(g)
Evaluate P(g)
if localPositionFound then
evolveDone := true
end if
end while
if betterLocationFound then
Move to new location
else
Wait (∆ T)
Update neighborhood table
end if
Update stopCrit
end while
a termination criterion (i.e., the variable betterLocationFound in Algorithm 4.1) is
satisfied (e.g., convergence tolerance of the best individuals reaches a certain limit,
fitness value becomes below a predefined value, or the number of generations exceeds
its limit). If fga evolves to a better speed and movement direction to minimize the
total virtual force on the corresponding node, mobile node adapts this new speed and
direction; otherwise, it stops. A node repeats running fga in this manner until the
condition called stopCrit is satisfied when the node obtains an acceptable level of
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Figure 4.1: Chromosome in FGA
uniformity in its vicinity.

4.1

Chromosome in our FGA

In our ga-based topology control framework, a chromosome includes speed and movement direction as shown in Fig. 4.1. In our mobility model [26, 100, 101], each mobile
node can move into one of six hexagonal directions in a given area of interest called
Aroi . As an example, let us assume that mobile nodes can move at four different
speeds. Six different directions with four speeds can be coded into 5-bit chromosome
(< d1 d2 d3 s1 s2 >). The first three bits (< d1 d2 d3 XX >) represent hexagonal movement directions (< 000 > representing north, < 001 > northeast, < 010 > southeast,
< 011 > south, < 100 > southwest, and < 101 > northwest). The last two bits of the
chromosome (< XXXs1 s2 >) are used for defining different speed values (< 00 >
for immobile, < 01 > slower speed, < 10 > normal speed, and < 11 > faster speed).
The speed implies the number of hexagonal cells that a node can move in a time
unit. For example, if our fga evolve to a chromosome < 01110 >, it means that
the corresponding mobile node should move three positions (normal speed) heading
south.
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4.2

Fitness Function in our FGA

By using a fitness (i.e., objective) function, the quality of each chromosome within a
solution space is measured so that each chromosome in a population may be ranked
against the others. Our ga-based topology control algorithm for self-spreading of
mobile nodes use a fitness function that is based on the virtual forces applied to a
mobile node by its neighboring nodes [21]. The virtual force between two neighboring
nodes (Ni and Nj ) depends on the distance between them and the number of other
nodes within their communication ranges. The virtual force applied on a mobile node
Ni by its neighboring node Nj is calculated as:
8
>>
>>
>>

Fmax

if dij = 0

σi (dth − dij )

if 0 < dij < dth

0

if dth ≤ dij ≤ Rcom

<

Fij = >
>>
>>
>:

(4.1)

where dij is the Euclidean distance between mobile nodes Ni and Nj , dth is the threshold value to define the local neighborhood, and σi is the expected node degree (i.e.,
it is a function of mean node degree [100] (see Section 3.3.1) and total number of
neighbors of Ni ) to obtain the highest area coverage in Aroi . If the corresponding
node Ni has k number of nodes within its communication range, our fga calculates
the fitness value of the autonomous node Ni as:
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minimize

:

X k
j=1

Fij =

X k

σi (dth − dij ) for 0 < dij ≤ dth

j=1

(4.2)
subject to

:

dmov ≤ dmax

where dmov is a result that encoded in each chromosome whereas dmax is the maximum
allowable distance based on Ni ’s neighbors that Ni can move in one time unit. Note
that dmov ≤ dmax since dmax depends on the positions of the Ni ’s neighbors at a given
time. For example, in a perfect equilibrium (i.e., all neighboring nodes are at distance
of Rcom from Ni ), since Ni does not have to move for a better fitness, dmax is zero.
Recall that the goal of our ga-based approach is to evolve a chromosome composed
of a speed and movement direction that minimize the fitness function (i.e., the total virtual force on the corresponding mobile node) given in Eqn. 4.2. Let us now
introduce the following lemma to show the relation between dmov and dmax .

Lemma 1: Our fga evolves to a distance per time unit dmov such that 0 < dmov <
Rcom .

Proof : Based on Eqns. 4.1 and 4.2, our fga generates solutions which cannot result
in losing connections between a mobile node Ni and its neighboring nodes. The
upper bound of dmov (i.e., the value of dmax ) is the distance between Ni and its
farthest neighbor. Since the maximum distance without losing direct communication
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Figure 4.2: Binary and stochastic communication range models
is Rcom we have 0 < dmov < Rcom .

The stability of an autonomous system can be analyzed with conventional Lyapunov
theory [102, 103]. Lyapunov’s second method provides tools for studying asymptotic
stability properties of an equilibrium point of a dynamical system. A scalar outputfunction, often thought of as a generalized energy, is bounded and decreasing along
solutions. If this function has only a single local minimum, and it is strictly decreasing
along all non-equilibrium solutions, then one expects that all solutions tend to be
close to equilibrium where the output function has a minimum [102]. In other words,
Lyapunov theory is used to make predictions about trajectories of an autonomous
systems without finding the trajectories. Firstly, let us define Lyapunov stability of
an autonomous system.

Definition 1: (Lyapunov stability of autonomous system [103]) Let x be an equilibrium point for an autonomous system described by

ẋ = f (x(t)), x(0) = x0
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(4.3)

where f : D → Rn is Lipschitz continuous and D ⊂ Rn a domain that contains
the origin. Let us define V : D → R a continuously differentiable, positive definite
function in D.

1. if V̇ (x) = [ ∂V
] f is negative semidefinite, then x = 0 is a stable equilibrium
∂x
point.
2. if V̇ (x) = [ ∂V
] f is negative, then x = 0 is an asymptotically stable equilibrium
∂x
point.

Let us build a second order time invariant linear dynamic system model for a mobile
node Ni with its neighboring nodes using a potential energy V (dij ) as Lyapunov
function
d̈i = f~i = [fix fiy ]T

(4.4)

where f~i is environmental input to Ni as the total virtual force exerted on its by its
neighbors [104–106].
Let us construct a potential energy V (dij ). The virtual force can be formulated as the
P
negative gradient of the potential energy by f~i =

k
j=1

P
f~ij = −

k
j=1

∆V (dij ). Now we

can define a continuously differentiable Lyapunov function which is the combination
of potential and kinetic energies as:

1 T
1X k
φ = ḋi · ḋi +
V (dij )
2
2 j=1

(4.5)

Lemma 2: Using our fga, a mobile node Ni eventually reaches an asymptotically
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stable state.

Proof : Let us first start differentiate the Lyapunov function given in Eqn. 4.5:

T

φ̇ = ḋi · d̈i +

X k

∆V (dij )

(4.6)

j=1

For simplicity, suppose the dynamical model has unit mass. Then, Eqn. 4.6 can be
rewritten as:
T

φ̇ = −ḋi · cḋi +

X k

σi d˙ij

(4.7)

j=1

From Eqn. 4.7 with d˙ij =

T
d˙i (di −dj )
,
kdi −dj k

we have:

T

φ̇ = −2ḋi · σi f~i

(4.8)

σi is always positive since it is a function of the mean node degree (see Section 3.3.1)
and the total number of neighbors of Ni , and, therefore, φ̇ ≤ 0 in Eqn. 4.8. It is
shown by Barbalat that as time approaches infinity, φ̇ approaches zero for systems
with φ̇ ≤ 0 [107]. We conclude that the dynamic model of our fga is asymptotically
stable and its fitness function defined in Eqn. 4.2 eventually reaches a minimum.

4.3

Effectiveness in Area Coverage

The concept of area coverage as a function of mobile robots was introduced by
Gage [108]. Three types of area coverage are:
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• Blanket coverage: the objective is to maximize the total occupied area,
• Barrier coverage: the nodes try to minimize the probability of undetected target
penetration thought a barrier,
• Sweep coverage: it is equivalent to a moving barrier coverage.

We can consider that the dynamic topology control of autonomous mobile nodes to
obtain the highest area coverage without global localization information is a combination of blanket and sweep coverages.
Uniform distribution of mobile nodes in a geographical terrain (i.e., a region of interest, Aroi ) relates to the issue of how well each point in an autonomous node’s communication range is covered. One of the main objectives is to deploy mobile nodes
in strategic ways (e.g., uniformly) such that a maximum area coverage is achieved
according to the needs of the underlying applications. Therefore, effectiveness in area
coverage (called Aef f ) is an important performance metric for our ga-based topology
control framework as it measures the success of mobile nodes’ distribution over Aroi .
The communication range of each autonomous mobile node can be modeled as either
binary or stochastic communication range as seen in Fig. 4.2. In binary communication range, the probability of communicating with another mobile node within the
communication range (Rcom ) is one; otherwise it is zero. However, in the stochastic
communication range, the probability of communicating with another mobile node is
a decaying function of their distance [34]. In this dissertation, for simplicity, we prefer
using the binary model with the same communication range for all mobile nodes. The
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results, however, can easily be extended for stochastic communication range model
with heterogeneous communication range of Rcom for autonomous mobile nodes.

Definition 2: Suppose a mobile node Ni with a communication range of Rcom using
an omni directional antenna is located at (xi , yi ). Then a point p at (xp , yp ) in Aroi
is said to be covered by Ni if

È

(xi − xp )2 + (yi − yp )2 ≤ Rcom .

Definition 3: The effectiveness in the area coverage (called Aef f ) is given as:
S n

Aef f =

i=1

Ai

Aroi

(4.9)

where Ai is the area covered by node Ni and Aef f  [0, 1].

If a node is located close to the center of the terrain (i.e., away from borders at
least Rcom units), the full area of a circle around the node with a radius of Rcom is
counted as the covered region if there are no other nodes overlapping with this node’s
coverage. When the node is near the boundary, only the partial area is included in
Aef f computation [23–25].

4.4

Uniformity

Mobile nodes in a manet have limited energy resources. Minimizing the total energy
consumption is one of the important optimization objectives for autonomous nodes
since they usually carry limited energy resources, such as batteries. If mobile nodes
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Figure 4.3: Overlap area between mobile nodes Ni and Nj when dij = Rcom
know their start and end points before mission, there are existing studies focusing on
energy-efficient motion planning for mobile nodes [31, 80]. However, in our problem,
mobile nodes need to self-spread in Aroi without a priori or global information. In
general, uniformly distributed mobile nodes in Aroi use their limited resources more
evenly than the non-uniformly distributed nodes for movement and communication.

Definition 4: Uniformity for a mobile node Ni , called ui , is defined as the average
of the standard deviation of the overlap area of Ni and its neighbors (Fig. 4.3):
Ì

ui =

1 Xm
(Λij − ΛΘ )2
m j=1

(4.10)

where ui is the local uniformity value for the mobile node of Ni , m is the number
of neighbors, Λij is the overlap area between Ni and its neighboring node of Nj , and
ΛΘ is the overlap area between Ni and Nj when dij = Rcom (if Ni and Nj move any
further they will lose communication).
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A smaller value of ui means that neighboring nodes are separated more uniformly.
Note that the overlap area between mobile nodes Ni and Nj (see Fig. 4.4) is ΛΘ =
ij
2
Rcom
(Θ−sin(Θ)), where Θ = 2cos−1 ( Rdcom
). The following lemma shows the minimum

overlap area between two neighboring nodes.

Lemma 3: The overlap area between two neighboring nodes Ni and Nj (1 ≤ i, j ≤
m) is minimized for ΛΘ where Θ =

2π
.
3

Proof : If mobile nodes Ni and Nj can communicate with each other, we have dij ≤
Rcom .In order to minimize the overlap area of Λij , dij must be maximized (i.e., dij =
í
í
Rcom ). As seen in Fig. 4.4, ABC
and ADC
are equilateral triangles if dij = Rcom .

Hence, Θ =

2π
.
3

Let us now show that our fga improves the local uniformity ui for a mobile node Ni
if the fitness value of Ni is greater at time t than at t + 1.

Lemma 4: Our fga reduces ui for a mobile node Ni with k neighbors if fit > fit+1 .

Proof : Using Eqn. 4.2, the corresponding node’s fitness value at time t and t + 1 are

fit =

X k

(σi (dth − dtij ))

(4.11)

(σi (dth − dt+1
ij ))

(4.12)

j=1

fit+1 =

X k
j=1

The corresponding autonomous mobile node moves to a new location if and only if
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fit

>

fit+1

⇒ kσi dth −

X k

(dtij )

> kσi dth −

X k

j=1

j=1

X

k

⇒

(σi (dth − dtij )) >

j=1

⇒

X

(dt+1
ij )

X

k

(σi (dth − dt+1
ij ))

j=1

k

(dtij ) <

j=1

X

k

(dt+1
ij )

(4.13)

j=1

From Eqn. 4.10 , we have

uti
ut+1
=(
i

1
1
1 X k
1 X k
t
2
2
π
=(
)(Λij − Λ 3 ) = (
(Rcom
(Θt − sin(Θt )) − Λ π3 )2 ) 2
m j=1
m j=1

1
1
1 X k
1 X k
2
π )2 = (
)(Λt+1
−
Λ
(Rcom
(Θt+1 − sin(Θt+1 )) − Λ π3 )2 ) 2
ij
3
m j=1
m j=1
ij
where Θ = 2cos−1 ( Rdcom
)
1
1 X k
dij t
dij t
2
(Rcom
(2cos−1 (
) − sin(2cos−1 (
))) − Λ π3 )2 ) 2
m j=1
Rcom
Rcom

(4.14)

1
1 X k
dij t+1
dij t+1
2
(Rcom
(2cos−1 (
) − sin(2cos−1 (
))) − Λ π3 )2 ) 2
m j=1
Rcom
Rcom

(4.15)

uti = (
ut+1
=(
i

Based on Eqn. 4.13, dtij > dt+1
which means:
ij

t+1
t
dtij
dt+1
ij
−1 dij
−1 dij
>
⇒ cos (
) < cos (
)
Rcom
Rcom
Rcom
Rcom
dij t
dij t
2
⇒ Rcom
(2cos−1 (
) − sin(2cos−1 (
)) >
Rcom
Rcom

|

{ z

}

ηt

|

2
Rcom
(2cos−1 (

dij t+1
dij t+1
) − sin(2cos−1 (
)))
Rcom
Rcom
{ z

}

η t+1

⇒ η t > η t+1
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(4.16)

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.4: Overlap area between mobile nodes Ni and Nj when (a) dij < Rcom and
(b) dij = Rcom
.
Eqn. 4.16 yields uti > ut+1
i . Since, from Definition 4, a smaller value of ui implies
better uniformity, Ni has better uniformity ui at time t + 1.

Definition 5: Average of all local uniformities of ui (i = 1, · · · , N ) yields the uniformity of all mobile nodes as
1 XN
U=
ui
N i=1

(4.17)

where N is the total number of mobile nodes in a manet.

The following lemma states that if there are enough nodes to cover a given a convex
terrain, fga distributes the nodes such that the manet remains connected.

Lemma 5: For a convex terrain of Aroi completely covered by mobile nodes Ni and
Nj , fga guarantees that Ni and Nj remain connected.
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Proof : Let us consider two conditions contradicting the lemma. First suppose Ni
and Nj cover Aroi but do not communicate with each other (i.e., dij > Rcom ) as
seen in Fig. 4.5 (a). From Eqn. 4.2, since σi and σj are ∞ when Ni and Nj are not
connected, they will start moving to improve their fitness values. fga will eventually
force Ni and Nj to move towards each other such that they will be connected. Note
that if Ni and Nj move away from each other more than 2Rcom they no longer cover
Aroi and hence contradicted the condition in the lemma.
Now as the second contradictory condition, consider the case that Ni and Nj can
communicate with each other (i.e., dij < Rcom ), however, they do not cover Aroi as
shown in Fig. 4.5 (b). From Eqn. 4.2, fga will move Ni and Nj to improve their
fitnesses by increasing dij between them in Fig. 4.5 (c) until the distance is Rcom
which minimizes the local uniformity given in Eqn. 4.10.
Therefore, fga guarantees that if Ni and Nj completely cover Aroi , they are connected.

If ui is zero, our fga evolves to a chromosome (see Section 4.1) having zero speed as
stated by the following lemma.

Lemma 6: For a given mobile node Ni with k neighboring nodes, if the local uniformity ui is zero, our fga guarantees that Ni is immobile.

Proof : If the local uniformity ui for Ni is zero, Λij = ΛΘ , j  [1, k] in Definition 4.
As the overlap area between mobile nodes Ni and Nj (Λij ) equals to ΛΘ , the distance
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Figure 4.5: Area coverage when (a) dij > Rcom , (b) dij < Rcom , and (c) dij = Rcom .
between the mobile nodes is dij = Rcom . As seen in Eqn. 4.1, the total virtual force
exerted on Ni is zero for dij = Rcom . Our fga, thus, evolves to a chromosome that
has zero speed.

Now we can introduce the following corollary about the connectivity of the nodes
after fga distributes the nodes using the fitness function given in Eqn. 4.1.

Corollary 1: For a convex terrain of Aroi completely covered by N mobile nodes,
our fga guarantees that any two mobile nodes Ni and Nj (i, j = [1, N ]) remain
connected.
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Chapter 5

Experimental Analysis of FGA

5.1

Simulation Software

We implemented a simulation software system in Java to study the effectiveness of
our distributed ga-based algorithms for a uniform distribution of knowledge sharing
agents. Eclipse sdk version 3.2.0 was used as the development environment, and
Mason, a fast discrete-event multi-agent simulation library core developed by George
Mason University ECJLab, was used for the GUI interface.
The simulation software implementation has more than 4,500 lines of algorithmic
Java code. To avoid possible inefficiencies, we developed our algorithms without
using any existing ga libraries. Our design philosophy was to build a ga-based
application to which a programmer can easily add new features (e.g., different types of
crossover, or different rules for tournament, etc.) and new evolutionary computation
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Figure 5.1: Graphical user interface for our GA software package: a screen shot of
user inputs
approaches. Our simulation software was implemented such that it runs as a multiagent application which imitates a real-time topology control scenario. As a result,
the observations from our simulation software match closely to those from the real
testbed experiments given in Section 5.2.
Sample screen shots of the graphical user interface of our simulation software are
shown in Figs. 5.1 and 5.2. User-defined input parameters for our software include:

• Nodes(n): total number of mobile nodes,
• Comm Range(Rcom ): communication range of a mobile node,
• Case: type of evolutionary algorithms,
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• Tmax : maximum number of iterations,
• Initial (Initial deployment type): currently there are three different initial deployment strategies for the mobile nodes:
(i) start from the northwest corner
(ii) place the nodes randomly in a given area
(iii) start from a given coordinate (e.g., the center of the area) in the terrain
• Height and weight: size of the geographical terrain (dmax ),

The simulation software also allows the inclusion of obstacles on used defined locations, random node fails, and invoking silent mode (i.e., no communication among
autonomous nodes in a manet for given time periods).
Fig. 5.2 shows a sample initial deployment of autonomous mobile nodes starting
from the northwest sector of a given terrain. Note that selecting a corner as the
initial deployment region represents a more realistic approach of the topology control
problem for the knowledge sharing mobile nodes than other deployment possibilities
over an unknown terrain. For example, in an earthquake rescue, a mine clearing
mission, a military mission in hostile area, or a surveillance operation, all mobile
nodes may be forced to enter the operation area from the same vicinity rather than
random or central node deployment.
Our simulation software also has the ability to run experiments using a previously
used initial mobile node distribution and initial conditions from previous runs (i.e., the
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Figure 5.2: Graphical user interface for our GA software package: a screen shot from
an initial mobile node distribution for FGA
initial data for each mobile node includes a starting coordinate, speed, and direction).
This ability is important since each experiment is repeated many times to eliminate
the noise in the collected data and provide an accurate stochastic behavior of gabased algorithms.

5.1.1

Experiment Results

In this section, we evaluate our ga-based approach with respect to Aef f (see Section 4.3) and the deployment time. As explained in Section 4.3, Aef f is one of the
most important metrics for self-spreading algorithms. It shows the portion of the
geographical terrain which can be located within at least one of the mobile node’s
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Figure 5.3: Graphical user interface for our GA software package: a screen shot of
mobile nodes distribution for the first application at T = 400
communication range of Rcom . One of the goals of our fga is to obtain highest possible Aef f value and maintain it in the presence of unknown obstacles, hostile attacks,
malfunctions, and silent mode. Deployment time shows the total time it takes for
the autonomous mobile nodes in a manet to converge towards a uniform distribution over a geographical area. Deployment time includes communication overhead,
fga processing time, and moving from one location to another. Another important
performance metric for our algorithm is the network recovery time (i.e., the time it
takes for fga to compensate for the lost coverage) after any attack, silence mode, or
malfunctions.
We consider 80 mobile nodes with the same initial node distribution over an unknown
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Figure 5.4: Graphical user interface for our GA software package: a screen shot of
mobile nodes distribution for the first application at T = 401 (after the first attack)
region. Each mobile node has the same limited communication range of Rcom , and,
hence, can only be aware of its neighbors and the obstacles if they are located in the
node’s sensing and communication ranges. The initial mobile entity deployment and
the positions of the obstacles are shown in Fig. 5.2 where mountains represent physical
obstacles. As movement of each mobile node is only affected by the current status
of neighboring nodes, each node is adaptive to environment changes such as node
failures, various terrain shapes, and hostile attacks. To evaluate the performance and
effectiveness of our fga framework with respect to Aef f and the deployment time,
we experiment with two types of applications. First, mobile nodes are deployed in
a hostile region where some nodes can be affected during and after deployment. In
this application, there are two events that affect the deployment of the mobile nodes.
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Figure 5.5: Graphical user interface for our GA software package: a screen shot of
mobile nodes distribution for the first application at T = 600
Some nodes can lose their communication functionality due to malfunctions while
others are destroyed due to enemy attacks. The nodes affected by malfunctions and
hostile activity are considered disabled for the rest of the simulation experiment. As
a consequence of such as events, the remaining nodes must reconfigure their positions
to compensate the missing area coverage due to lost team members. In a second
application, autonomous mobile nodes intentionally stop communicating with the
neighboring nodes located within Rcom during short periods of time in order to go
unnoticed by adversary forces and avoid being the target of enemy attacks (silence
mode). Afterwards, all autonomous mobile nodes resume transitions again.
In Fig. 5.3, we can observe that, in spite of the obstacles, the mobile nodes using
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Figure 5.6: Graphical user interface for our GA software package: a screen shot of
mobile nodes distribution for the first application at T = 601 time unit (after the
second attack)
fga obtain an almost uniform coverage of the area during the first 400 time units
of the first application. Large circles represent the communication range for the
mobile nodes. The circles marked with F indicate disabled autonomous nodes. The
gray square in the lower right corner represents the region where enemy attacks take
place. At T = 401, the first hostile attack takes place and destroys three mobile nodes,
as shown in Fig. 5.4. The destroyed mobile nodes are labeled as D and are shown
as small circles. In addition, three mobile agents have experienced a malfunction,
reducing the total number of mobile nodes to 73.
Figs. 5.5 and 5.6 show the screen shots of the geographical area before and after
the second enemy attack, respectively. As we can observed, the remaining mobile
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Figure 5.7: Graphical user interface for our GA software package: a screen shot where
66 remaining nodes (eight nodes are disabled throughout the region and six nodes are
destroyed by hostile attacks at the south east region) are distributed over an unknown
terrain at T=1000
nodes keep performing our ga-based topology control approach, and readjust their
positions for a uniform coverage. After the second enemy attack, another two mobile
agents are destroyed, leaving 69 nodes in the experiment.
The final mobile node distribution after running fga for 1000 time units is presented
in Fig. 5.7, where the remaining autonomous nodes reshape their deployment to cover
the attack region. Also, the network is considered fully connected since all nodes
in the network are reachable by other nodes through either one-hop or multi-hop
communication.
Fig. 5.8 shows the improvement in Aef f through time for the experiment as the nodes
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Figure 5.8: Aef f after 1000 time units
perform our ga-based topology control framework. As shown in Fig. 5.8 mobile nodes
using fga successfully deploy themselves around the obstacles if there were no hostile
activity in the area, achieving a Aef f value of 99% at T = 1000. Meanwhile, when
the nodes undergo malfunctions and hostile retaliation, we observe approximately
97% of the total area coverage at T = 400. After the first attack, there is a drop in
Aef f due to the lost nodes, which recovers after 200 time units (T = 600) to an Aef f
value of 95%. Similarly, after the second attack, there is a drop of Aef f at T = 601,
which is then compensated by the remaining nodes after they reposition themselves
at approximately 300 time units after the second attack (T = 1000).
Fig. 5.9 shows the Aef f for silence mode experiments in a manet. Autonomous mobile
nodes intentionally stop communicating with their neighbors during short periods of
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Figure 5.9: Aef f after 1000 time units for silence mode
time, consequently, they do not execute the fga application in order to prevent being
detected and destroyed by adversary forces. In this simulation experiment, mobile
nodes perform our ga-based topology control application for 100 consecutive steps
starting at T = 0, 300, 600, and 900 time units. We can observe that during these
periods, the nodes rapidly adjust their location, speed, and directions resulting in a
significant increase of Aef f values to almost normal numbers. As seen in Fig. 5.9, when
mobile nodes stop communicating, Aef f value immediately drops. This result show
that the mobile nodes randomly deciding their next speed and movement directions
during silent mode lose area coverage. When our fga starts running by mobile nodes
after silent mode, autonomous nodes use their neighborhood information to decide
their next location which results in sudden increase at the Aef f .
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5.2

Testbed Implementations

Most of the research in wireless ad-hoc networks is based on software tools simulating
network environments under strictly controlled conditions rather than implementing
realistic testbeds mainly due to their extreme cost of design, operation and difficulty of
adapting real-time topological changes. However, a realistic testbed is very important
and useful to learn physical and radio characteristics, test unknown implementation
issues, and discuss hardware and software requirements for fga implementations in
manets. To validate our framework and to study the effectiveness of our ga-based
topology control algorithms, we have implemented four different testbeds using:

• fpga devices (Virtex-II Protm [109]), laptops, and desktops,
• Small robotic units (iRobots tm [110] controlled by gumstixtm [111] processors
with wireless capabilities),
• Virtual machine technology (vmwaretm [112]),
• Off-the-shelf laptops and pdas.

Our testbeds provides a proof-of-concept for implementing gas in a distributed robotic
environments with a diverse range of mobile nodes and configurations. They also validate the experiment results from our simulation software.
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5.2.1

Testbed Implementation with FPGA Devices, Laptops,
and Desktops

This testbed platform consists of Xilinx ml310tm development boards with VirtexII Pro fpgatm devices, laptops and desktops as shown in Fig. 5.10 [113]. It uses
off-the-shelf wireless pci cards that complies with the pci Local Bus Specification
version 2.3 on the Xilinx ml310tm with Power pc Virtex-IItm Pro based Processor
running VxWorkstm . We choose wireless hardware support (Atheros AR521x chip set)
under network devices 802.11a/b/g components and wireless mode support to include
component support for ad-hoc ibss to build the driver module into VxWorkstm realtime kernel. Our testbed architecture allows us using hybrid deployment of various
hardware and software components as shown in Fig. 5.10.
This testbed allows us to implement and study different scenarios of our fga for uniform node distribution. Each node is represented by one device (i.e., fpgatm , laptop,
or desktop) as shown in Fig. 5.10. It is programmed in C++ and runs in Linux, Cygwin, and real-time embedded platforms such as VxWorkstm . The experiments using
this testbed represent realistic manet conditions where each node has autonomous
mobility and wireless communication capabilities. Software in all mobile nodes are
configured with identical characteristics. For example, Rcom , for simplicity, is set as
the same for all mobile nodes.
By the nature of real-time testbed applications, a latency factor in network bound
data interactions compounding with the wireless network characteristics must be
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Figure 5.10: Wireless ad hoc network topology in testbed using FPGA devices, laptops, and desktops
considered in our ga-based topology control framework implementation. In addition,
there can be late arriving acknowledgments, delayed responses, and other timing
related synchronization issues. Each mobile node broadcasts a periodic heartbeat
message to the maximum radial distance allowed by the configured communication
ranges of Rcom . The periodical heartbeat broadcasts includes the node name, coordinates and a time stamp. The heartbeat broadcasts are ignored at the corresponding
node if the calculated distance between a source and a destination nodes is greater
than Rcom since the mobile nodes would hear each other only if their communication
ranges overlap. Otherwise, the receiving node updates its neighborhood table with
the heartbeat message information. If no heartbeat message is received from a node
that is already in the table for longer than a certain time, that node is assumed to
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move out of range and purged from the table. A new entry is created when a heartbeat message is received the first time. It is important to note that the heartbeat
messages broadcast at every ∆t seconds by each mobile node and are not synchronized since our testbed represents a realistic scenario and does not employ a central
controller. The collected local neighborhood information is then used by each mobile
node as an input for our fga to decide the next speed and direction. nitexpirytime
is a configurable attribute that indicates the longest time allowed since the last heartbeat message from a neighbor. For instance, if no heartbeat message received from
a neighbor within the last nitexpirytime time units, that neighbor is purged from
the neighborhood table. To cover cost/benefit ratio for mobile nodes reachability and
UDP packet drops (heartbeat message loss) due to wireless characteristics, nitexpirytime can be considered as a refresh cycle to adjust the granularity for which
the neighborhood table gets updated. This provides an effective and configurable
mechanism to find neighbors within the communication range where the multi-cast
messages for performing genetic operator requests (e.g., crossover, mutation etc.)
would be responded with positive or negative acknowledgments.
Detection and avoidance of node collision (i.e., two autonomous mobile nodes cannot
be at < xp , yp > coordinate at the same time) and out-of-boundary area coverages
are considered as an add-on for effective ga-based solution evaluation. The TCP
packets are exchanged among mobile nodes which are dropped intentionally when
the virtual distance between a source and a destination is greater than the configured
communication range of Rcom . This implementation therefore emulates the node
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movements for the fpga, laptop, and desktop units without actually moving them.
The current mobility model is developed for Cartesian coordinate system with eight
directions and four speeds to move within the geographical terrain. Each mobile
node moves independently from all others based on the results of its own ga-based
topology control framework.

5.2.2

Testbed Implementation with Small Robotic Units

In this testbed implementation, we used iRobot Createtm robots as the hardware
platform which are Roombastm without vacuum capability. Each robot was then
equipped with an onboard Gumstixtm computer. We chose a Gumstixtm because,
besides its small size, it is a fully functional Linux-based computer, and consumes
very little power (<120mA @5V).
The Gumstixtm computer acts as the brain of the iRobottm . All of our fga, mobility
commands including speed and direction decisions, and wireless communication code
run on the Gumstixtm computer. In our testbed implementation, each Gumstixtm
runs an identical software code. The connection between the Gumstixtm computers is
established automatically via wi-fi using udp broadcast. To study the performance
of our ga-based topology control framework with different network densities, we
developed this testbed using nine real integrated single-board computers (Gumstixtm )
and automated robots (iRobotstm ) as shown in Figs. 5.11 (b)-(d) [114]. The initial
positions of the units are displayed in Fig. 5.11 (b). Figs. 5.11 (c) and (d) show two
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 5.11: Node spreading experiments using iRobotstm controlled by the Gumstixtm
processors with wireless capabilities (a total of 30 time units elapsed)
snapshots of movements of small robotic units by using our fga.

5.2.3

Testbed Implementation with Virtual Machines

Using vmwaretm technology, we implemented a testbed to create a configurable multiplicity emulation environment to study the effectiveness of our fga. vmwaretm
virtualization is an abstraction layer decouples the physical hardware from the operating system to deliver greater it resource utilization and flexibility [112]. It is
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possible to run several virtual machines (vms) simultaneously on the same physical
hardware by isolating each one from the physical environment by using vmware virtualization technique. With this capability, a number of vms can be implemented
on a single real machine to act as mobile nodes. Using this technique in our testbed
enabled us to scale down the development costs for experiments with a large number
of mobile nodes and overcoming the limited availability of computer resources. For
simplicity, the autonomous mobile nodes in our testbed are configured with the same
capabilities, emulating realistic node mobility and wireless features of manets including, but not limited to, autonomous mobility, wireless communication characteristics,
and periodic heartbeat messages (periodically broadcast to neighboring nodes within
the communication range of Rcom distance).
This testbed is programmed in C++ and runs in Windows, Linux, and Windows
Mobile operating systems. Each computer in our testbed has a configurable number
of vms interconnected by a virtual switch, simplifying and allowing our mobile nodes
running ga-based framework experimentations on the single computer as though they
run on a real network. Typically, a single computer can handle approximately seven
nodes for fga applications. Our testbed implementation is independent of differences
between platforms or whether it is actually running on a physical or a virtual machine.
This helps to facilitate a flexible deployment paradigm. All vms are connected to
the network through a virtual switch. Typically, all nodes on this network use the
tcp/ip protocol suite, although other communication protocols can be used. A host
virtual adapter connects the host computer to the private network used for network
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address translation. Each virtual machine and the host have assigned addresses on
the private network. This is done through the dhcp server included with the vmware
Workstation.

Figure 5.12: A screen shot of final mobile node distribution after 300 time units for
mobile nodes spreading experiments using virtual machines

In our testbed, we ran experiments for a manet with N = 40 mobile nodes and
Rcom = 20 for a total of T = 300 time units in a terrain of 100 x 100 units. At
the beginning of each experiment, all mobile nodes are located at the northwest
corner of the given area (this is similar to the simulation software experiment given
in Fig. 5.2). For simplicity, the mobile nodes in our testbed are configured with
the same capabilities. The mobile node distribution after 300 time units is shown
in Fig. 5.12. We can observe that, in spite of the lack of global knowledge and
a centralized controller, the mobile nodes using our fga obtain an almost uniform
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coverage of the area in a relatively short period of time.
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Figure 5.13: Effectiveness in area coverage (Aef f ) for mobile nodes spreading experiments using virtual machines
In Fig. 5.13, the improvement in the effectiveness in area coverage (Aef f ) through
time is shown for three different communication ranges of Rcom = 10, 15, and 20 as
the mobile nodes perform our ga-based topology control approach in this testbed. As
seen from Fig. 5.13, the mobile nodes successfully deploy themselves in an unknown
area and achieve 38%, 82%, and 100% area coverage for Rcom = 10, 15, and 20,
respectively. The area coverage reaches and stays at each maximum value at T ≈
110, 160, and 200 time unit for Rcom = 10, 15, and 20, respectively.

5.2.4

Testbed Implementation with Laptops and PDAs

In this testbed implementation, each laptop and personal digital assistant (pda) runs
an identical our ga-based topology control application to obtain a uniform mobile
node separation in an unknown terrain. As opposed to virtual machine testbed pre75

(a)
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(d)

Figure 5.14: Node spreading experiments using laptops and PDAs (a total of 30 time
units elapsed)
sented in Section 5.2.3, there is only one running instance in each laptop or pda. In
Figs. 5.14 (a)-(d), each student has either a laptop or pda which provides vocal and
visual commands for direction and number of steps (emulating different speeds) using
local neighborhood information. Fig. 5.14 (a) shows the initial deployment of nodes
for this experiment where all students are placed together at the bottom-right part of
the area. The convergence towards a uniform distribution is displayed in Figs. 5.14
(b)-(d) over 30 time units.
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Chapter 6

Statistical Analysis of FGA

6.1

Statistical Methods

Statistics is the science that relates data to specific questions of interest [115]. This
includes devising methods to gather data based on the question, methods to process,
summarize, and display the data. Except for simple examples, experimental data
always contain uncertainty. This uncertainty may arise from different sources such as
selection of the items to be measured and application of wrong statistical methods.
In our research, this uncertainty comes from the non-deterministic nature of the fga.
Statistical methods also known as descriptive statistics can be used to describe a
collection of data of random variables. To search for patterns so that the behavior of
our decentralized fga may be modeled in a way that accounts for randomness and
uncertainty in the observations (i.e., collected data). Using this description one can
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draw inferences about various parameters of fga such as number of mobile nodes,
communication range, speed, etc.
Statistical model is defined as a set of mathematical equations describing the behavior
of an object of study in terms of random variables and their associated probability
distributions (i.e., it is a set of probability distributions in a sample space, S) [51]. It is
mathematically thought of as a pair (X, P ) where X is the set of possible observations
(i.e.,X = {x1 , x2 , · · · , xn }, n is the number of observations) and P the set of possible
probability distributions on X.
Statistical inference is defined as a method dealing with the problem of inferring properties of an unknown probability distribution from data generated by that probability
distribution. The most common type of statistical inference includes approximating
the unknown probability distribution by choosing a distribution from a restricted
family of distributions [116, 117]. The family of probability distributions is generally
specified parametrically including:

• point estimation (involves the use of the data set to calculate a single value
which is to serve as a “best guess” for an unknown fixed or random population
parameter),
• interval estimation (the use of the data set to calculate an interval of probable
values of an unknown population parameter, in contrast to point estimation,
which is a single number),
• hypothesis testing (a method of making statistical decisions using experimental
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data),
• prediction (a statement or claim that a particular event will occur in the future
in more certain terms than a forecast).

Parametric model is one of the most inferential context describing how the observed
data are generated. For example, if we have noisy data (x, y) that we think follows
the pattern y = α + β · x + , where  represents error, we might want to estimate the
parameters α, β, and the error .
All probability distribution functions (pdfs) for continuous random variables have a
form of:
1
x−l
Θ(
)
cAr (s)
c

(6.1)

where Lb ≤ x ≤ Lc , l is range, φ(s) is the actual shape of pdfs, Ar (s) is the area
under the function (i.e., l represents the location parameter which has the effect of
translating the pdfs or x-axis, c is the scale parameter that expands the scale of x-axis,
and s is the shape parameter governing the actual shape of the function Θ).
Location parameter, l, is also known as measures of central tendency. This statistical
metric provides us a measure of what values lie at the center of the pdf. The mean
and median are the most popular measures of location due to their simplicity and ease
of estimation. The most common way to show central tendency is mean. The median
is often used instead of the mean for asymmetric data because it is closer to the mode
and is insensitive to extreme values in the sample [118]. The mean and median are
all measures of location µ(x) of a continuous random variables X = {x1 , x2 , · · · , xn }
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in the sense that they satisfy [119]:

∀a>0,b µ(aX + b) = aµ(x) + b, µ(−X) = −µ(X), and X ≥ 0 ⇒ µ(X) ≥ 0

(6.2)

Scale parameter, called measures of dispersion, presents information about how “spread
out” the values around the location parameter of the random variables. In [120], it is
defined as functionals satisfying certain equivariance and order conditions. In other
words, let us assume that we have a functional τ (F ) (also denoted by τ (X) when
X is a random variable with distribution F ) defined over a sufficiently large class of
symmetric distributions which is closed under changes of location and scale. We shall
require τ to be non-negative and to satisfy:

τ (aX) = |a| τ (X) for a>0 and τ (X + b) = τ (X) for all b

(6.3)

A non-negative functional τ satisfying Eq. 6.3 will be called as a measure of dispersion
if and only if it satisfies in addition τ (F ) ≤ τ (G) whenever G is more dispersed than
F [120].
Shape parameter is also called as measures of shape. There are two common types
of measures of shape: skewness and kurtosis. Skewness is a measure of the degree
of asymmetry of a probability distribution of random variables. If the left tail (tail
at small end of the distribution) is more pronounced than the right tail (tail at the
large end of the distribution), the function is said to have a negative skewness. If the
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reverse is true, it has a positive skewness. If the two are equal, it has zero skewness.
It is calculated by γ1 =

µ3
3/2 ,
µ2

where µi is the ith central moment. Kurtosis is the

degree of peakedness of a probability distribution, defined as a normalized form of
the fourth central moment of a distribution. It is calculated as β2 =

µ4
.
µ22

Definition 6: (in [121]) A parametric family of probability distribution is a collection of pdfs on <n indexed by the parameter space Θ, that is a collection of densities
of the form f (x; θ : θ  Θ). In other words, given a parametric family, for each parameter, θ  Θ uniquely specifies a pdf f (x; θ).

For better understanding of Def. 6, let us follow an example from [121] and assume
that the family of Gaussian (i.e., normal) pdfs has parameter space of Θ = <x (0, ∞).
The parameter is θ = (µ, σ 2 ), and probability distribution of Gaussian can be specified
by θ in case of an independent and identically-distributed (called i.i.d.) data set
(x1 , x2 , · · · , xn );

f (x; µ, σ) = √
n
2

6.1.1

P
1
1
e− 2σ2
2πσ 2

n
(x −µ)2
i=1 i

(6.4)

Parameter Estimation

Parametric model is shown as P  P = {Pθ , θ  Θ}. The vector θ is a way of labeling
the distributions in the model.
Parameterization is formally defined as an onto map from a parameter space as Θ → P
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called parameterization of P. In other words, the parameterization is known as a way
of labeling the probability distributions in the model.
The parameterization changes based on the chosen parameter set and space and,
hence, is not unique. The goal is to choose a parameterization in which the components of the parameterization are interpretable in terms of the phenomenon we are
trying to measure.

Definition 7: (in [51]) The parameterization of a probability distribution is identifiable if the mapping from a parameter space Θ to a parameter space P (i.e., Θ → P )
is one-to-one (i.e., if θ1 6= θ2 ⇒ Pθ1 6= Pθ2 ).

If Def. 7 is not satisfied (i.e., if there exists θ1 6= θ2 such that Pθ1 = Pθ2 ), the
parameterization is said to be unidentifiable.
Parameter is a feature v(Θ) of Θ (i.e., a map from Θ to another space P ). For
example, let us assume that we have data set X = {x1 , x2 , · · · , xn } where xi =
(y1 , · · · , ym ) and X is i.i.d. with the distribution of N (µ, σ 2 ). µ (the mean of each
xi ), σ 2 (the variance of each xi ), and E(x2i ) = µ2 + σ2 are parameters.
Let us consider Bayesian inference for the normal distribution [122]. Suppose we have
a data set, X = {x1 , x2 , · · · , xn } which is i.i.d. and N (θ, σ 2 ) where σ 2 is known and
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our prior on θ is N (µ, b2 ). In this case, the posterior distribution is proportional to:

f (x—θ)π(θ) ∝
"

# 

Yn



1 [− 12 (xi −θ)2 ]
1 [− 12 (θ−µ)2 ]
√
√
e 2σ
e 2b
∝
2πb
2πb
i=1
P n
− √ 1 [ i=1 x2i −2nxθ+n(θ)2 ]− √1 (θ)2 −2θµ+µ2
2πσ
2b2
e
∝
µ
nx
n
1
2
e(θ[ σ2 + b2 ]+θ [− 2σ2 − 2b2 ]) ∝



e

− 12 θ−

nx + µ
σ 2 b2
n +1
σ2 b



2

[ σn2 + b12 ]

(6.5)

Thus, the posterior distribution is

N

nx
σ2
n
σ2

+ bµ2
,
+ b12

n
σ2

1
+

!
1
b2

(6.6)

As a result, the data (x1 , x2 , · · · , xn ) can be modeled by a random variable:
x−l
xi ∼
)
= Θ(
c

(6.7)

where the two parameters are the location l and the spread c.
There are three popular methods to estimate location, shape, and scale parameters:
the Method of Moments, Order Statistics, and Trimmed Estimates.
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6.1.1.1

Methods of Moments

As an estimation of the location parameter l, we may use the arithmetic mean such
that
Z
1Xn
x̄ =
xi analogous to µ =
n i=1

−∞

xΘ(x)dx

+∞

(6.8)

where “analogous to” means that the same kind of operation is performed on a pdf
to get the first moment or expected value [51].
If we use the same analogy for the second moment, we get the variance as:

s2 =

Z
1 Xn
1 Xn
[ (xi − x̄)2 − ( xi − x̄)2 ] analogous to σ 2 =
n i=1
n i=1

+∞
−∞

(x − µ)2 Θ(x)dx (6.9)

Eqns. 6.8 and 6.9 show the methods of moment as a procedure for estimating parameters. In fact, if we know all moments of a distribution, we basically know everything
there is to know about the data set and its distribution. The main disadvantage of
the methods of moments procedure is to be affected from sample size and extreme
samples in the data set which may cause inaccurate results.

6.1.1.2

Order Statistics

Using the order statistics instead of the method of moments gives more accurate
estimation parameters. In this method, the data set x(1) , x(2) , · · · , x(n) is sorted into
the increasing order where the use of parenthesis on the subscripts is the standard
notation in statistics to indicate a sorted set of values [51]. To estimate of the location
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parameter l, the sample median can be used:

xmed

Z
1
= (x(n/2) − x(n/2+1) ) analogous to
2

xm
−∞

Θ(x)dx

(6.10)

To estimate the spread, the interquartile range, which is x0.75n − x0.25n , can be used.

6.1.1.3

Trimmed Estimates

The extreme values may still be problematic to efficiently estimate the parameters
even in the order statistics methods [51]. The trimmed estimate method promises
more precise results.

In this method, the ordered data set x(1) , x(2) , · · · , x(n) is

trimmed from both sides. For example, the 10% trimmed mean is calculated as
x10% =

1
0.95n

P

0.95n
i=0.05n

x(i) . The spread can be calculated by using the following for-

mula:
s210% =

6.2

X
1.64 0.95n
(x(i) − x10% )2
0.9n i=0.05n

(6.11)

Simulation Experiment Results for Statistical
Analysis of our FGA

Statistical analysis of our fga provides us useful information about its non-deterministic
characteristics. We can also predict fga behavior under different network conditions
in term of, for example, the number of mobile nodes and the communication range
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(a) T=0

(b) T=60

(c) T=120

(d) T=180

(e) T=240

(f) T=300

Figure 6.1: Frequency of Aef f for N = 100, Rcom = 10, and dmax = 100
of a mobile node.
We consider scenarios in which a team of autonomous mobile nodes enter an unknown
geographical area without a priori information or a global control unit. Each autonomous node has a limited communication range of Rcom , hence, can only be aware
of its neighbors when running its own ga-based software application. Our main goal
is to keep the network fully connected among the mobile nodes while uniformly cov86

ering an unknown geographical terrain. Our decentralized ga-based topology control
approach aims to provide each mobile node with a near-optimal number of neighbors
so that our fga can reach its target with the least possible number of nodes.
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Figure 6.2: Standard deviation, mean, and skew for Aef f experiments in Fig. 6.1
The behavior of our fga may be modeled statistically so that we can extract the
patterns in the data collected from simulation experiments. This model then can
be a useful guide to predict behavior of our fga for similar experiments. We have
two different experimental setups to statistically analyze effects of the number of
mobile nodes and communication range. During the first experimental setup, the
data set includes Aef f values (see Section 4.3) for different number of autonomous
mobile nodes each with a fixed maximum communication distance. At the second
experimental setup, we have a fixed number of mobile nodes while varying the communication range of Rcom . Each simulation experiment was run for Tmax = 300 time
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units, and was repeated for 50 times so as to avoid transient results from the natural non-deterministic behavior of our ga-based topology control framework and to
collect enough data. At the beginning of each experiment all autonomous mobile
nodes were located at the north-west corner of Aroi as shown in Fig. 5.2. The basic
statistical model of Aef f is obtained using statistical inference method which deals
with the problem of inferring properties of an unknown probability distribution from
the data set generated by that probability distribution (as explained in Section 6.1).
Eqn. 6.1 shows the probability distribution functions for the data set generated by
our simulation experiments.

6.2.1

Effects of Autonomous Mobile Node Communication
Range on FGA

In this experiment, our goal is to observe the effects of different Rcom values (Rcom =
10, 15, and 20) on the statistical analysis of our decentralized ga-based topology control framework. Different Rcom values provide us the ability to analyze our fga from
the statistical inference perspective in various network densities. For larger Rcom values, more autonomous mobile nodes can communicate with each other, emulating
a dense network. Similarly, a small Rcom implies that the network is sparse since
fewer mobile nodes can find neighboring nodes to perform our fga. In order to get
a fair comparison between three different Rcom values, the hexagonal area was fixed
of 10, 000 cells (100x100).
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(a) T=0

(b) T=60

(c) T=120

(d) T=180

(e) T=240

(f) T=300

Figure 6.3: Frequency of Aef f for N = 100, Rcom = 15, and dmax = 100
Figs. 6.1 (a)-(f) show the frequency of Aef f for the total of 100 autonomous mobile
nodes (N = 100) with maximum communication range of Rcom = 10 for 300 time
units. These figures display the improvement in Aef f as the experiment proceeds in
time and the autonomous mobile nodes perform our fga. In Fig. 6.1 (a), Aef f is
very low since all mobile nodes are at their initial positions of north west corner of
the area as shown in Fig. 5.2. The frequency is 50 for T = 0 meaning that all 50
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Figure 6.4: Standard deviation, mean, and skew for Aef f experiments in Fig. 6.3
experiments start with a low Aef f value. As time progresses and the area coverage
improves, frequency of higher Aef f values are observed. For example, in Fig. 6.1 (c),
we see that higher Aef f values are achieved by more experiments after 120 time units.
Since the maximum communication range is not sufficiently large and there are not
enough mobile nodes to cover the geographical area for N = 100, Aef f value and its
frequency do not improve after 240 time units.
For the experiments in Figs. 6.1 (a)-(f), the parameters of scale, location, and skew are
shown in Figs. 6.2 (a)-(c), respectively. The standard deviation (σ) reaches its highest
value at T ≈ 100 time units as displayed in Fig. 6.2 (a). However, σ stays high for all
of 100 autonomous mobile nodes when the maximum communication is Rcom = 10.
Fig. 6.2 (b) illustrates the mean Aef f in percentage for our ga-based topology control
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(a) T=0

(b) T=60

(c) T=120

(d) T=180

(e) T=240

(f) T=300

Figure 6.5: Frequency of Aef f for N = 100, Rcom = 20, and dmax = 100
framework. As seen in Fig. 6.2 (c), the skew highly oscillates. In fact, the distribution
shown in Figs. 6.1 (a)-(d) do not show resemblance to Gaussian distribution, we
obtain large oscillations in Figs. 6.2 (a) and (c). We see that Figs. 6.1 (e) and (f)
converge towards a Gaussian distribution. The effect of this convergence can be seen
in Figs. 6.2 (a)-(c) from T = 200 to T = 300 time units. We can conclude that
100 mobile nodes with maximum communication range of Rcom = 10 are not enough
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to uniformly cover the entire terrain 100x100. However, our fga performed well to
obtain the maximum coverage even in this case.
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Figure 6.6: Standard deviation, mean, and skew for Aef f experiments in Fig. 6.5
The frequency of Aef f for Rcom = 15 and N = 100 mobile nodes for 300 time units
are displayed in Figs. 6.3 (a)-(f). The autonomous mobile nodes reach the maximum Aef f at T = 180 time units since the frequency of high Aef f values are observed in Fig. 6.3 (d). The figures show a Gaussian distribution shape after 50 runs.
Figs. 6.4 (a)-(c) support the normal distribution observed in Figs. 6.3 (b)-(c) (i.e.,
from T = 120 to T = 180 time units). After T = 180 time units, the frequency values
close to 100%, for which Aef f become dominant, results in convergence to a uniform
distribution. We observe from Figs. 6.4 (a)-(c) that after T = 180 time units, σ is
low (implying small changes in locations) with zero skew values resulting in a single
value of in the frequency of Aef f for Rcom = 15. In other words, our fga spreads
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the autonomous mobile nodes to cover the entire region. Compared to the case of
Rcom = 10, we see a much improved set of results for Rcom = 15 since there are
more mobile nodes within the increased communication range yields collecting more
neighborhood information and better area coverage.

(a) T=0

(b) T=60

(c) T=120

(d) T=180

(e) T=240

(f) T=300

Figure 6.7: Frequency of Aef f for N = 100, Rcom = 10, and dmax = 200

Figs. 6.5 (a)-(f) show N = 100 for Rcom = 20 from T = 0 to T = 300 time units.
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The autonomous mobile nodes spread over the entire Aroi in less than T = 180 time
units. The node distribution is closer to a Gaussian distribution in Figs. 6.5 (b)-(c).
After T = 180 time units, the entire region is covered and the frequency of Aef f is
approximately 100% which is an indication of the uniform distribution. Figs. 6.6 (a)(c) support this uniform Aef f distribution after T = 180 time units.
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Figure 6.8: Standard deviation, mean, and skew for Aef f experiments in Fig. 6.7

The goal of these experiments was to observe the effects of different communication ranges over the performance of our fga. Since Rcom has the highest values in
Figs. 6.5 (a)-(f), the best results are observed for these experiments compared to the
cases shown in Figs. 6.1 (a)-(f) and Fig. 6.3 (a)-(f). In other words, the mobile nodes
converge towards a uniform distribution faster faster when Rcom is higher. This result
is supported by small fluctuation in scale and skew parameters when Rcom increases.
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These results are expected since increasing the communication range of Rcom results
in communicating with more neighbors, collecting more local information, and controlling wider area. However, longer range of communication capability also causes
more battery consumption than smaller Rcom values. It shows the importance of selecting the right communication range value as an input for our research and similar
applications. Therefore, one has to select the correct balance between the battery
consumption and convergence speed for a given application.

6.2.2

Effects of Network Size on FGA

The aim of this experimental setup is to observe the effects of number of autonomous
mobile nodes (N = 100, 200, and 300) over convergence speed and area coverage
and to extract the statistical behavior of fga while each mobile node has a fixed
communication range. The chosen hexagonal area consists of 40,000 cells (200x200)
whereas Rcom is set to 10 for all cases. The geographical area is wider than the
experiments described in Section 6.2.1 in order to make better observation using
a larger number of mobile nodes. Each experiment is repeated 50 times with the
same initial condition as shown in Fig. 5.2. The autonomous mobile node speed,
movement direction, and locations are the same at the beginning of each experiment.
The stochastic nature of ga-based framework however generates different results for
each run.
Figs. 6.7 (a)-(f) show the frequency of Aef f for a total of 100 mobile nodes (N = 100)
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(a) T=0

(b) T=60

(c) T=120

(d) T=180

(e) T=240

(f) T=300

Figure 6.9: Frequency of Aef f for N = 200, Rcom = 10, and dmax = 200
from T = 0 to T = 300 time units. In Fig. 6.7 (a), Aef f is low since all mobile nodes
are at their initial positions of north west corner of the area as shown in Fig. 5.2. The
frequency is 50 for T = 0 meaning that all 50 experiments start with a this low Aef f
value. As time progresses and coverage improves, frequency of higher Aef f values are
observed. For example, in Fig. 6.7 (c), we see that higher Aef f values are achieved by
more experiments at T = 120 time units. Since there are not enough mobile nodes to
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cover the geographical area for N = 100, Aef f value and its frequency do not improve
from T = 120 to T = 300 time units.
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Figure 6.10: Standard deviation, mean, and skew for Aef f experiments in Fig. 6.9

For the experiments in Figs. 6.7 (a)-(f), the parameters of scale, location, and skew
are shown in Figs. 6.8 (a)-(c), respectively. The standard deviation continuously
increases in Fig. 6.8 (a). The reason for the perpetual growth from T = 0 to T = 300
time units is both small number of autonomous mobile nodes and the short range of
communication capability, Rcom = 10. Fig. 6.8 (b) represents the mean Aef f for our
fga. Fig. 6.8 (c) illustrates skew after T = 200 time units where the autonomous
mobile nodes spread and cover reach their highest coverage. Figs. 6.7 (d)-(f) show a
distribution similar to Gaussian for Aef f .
The frequency of Aef f for N = 200 mobile nodes from T = 0 to T = 300 time units are
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(a) T=0

(b) T=60

(c) T=120

(d) T=180

(e) T=240

(f) T=300

Figure 6.11: Frequency of Aef f for N = 300, Rcom = 10, and dmax = 200
displayed in Figs. 6.9 (a)-(f). The autonomous mobile nodes reach their highest area
coverage at T = 240 time unit (hence the frequency of high Aef f values are observed
in Fig. 6.9 (e)). The figures show a distribution similar to a normal distribution after
50 runs. Figs. 6.10 (a)-(c) support the normal distribution in Figs. 6.9 (a)-(f).
Figs. 6.11 (a)-(f) illustrate the frequency of Aef f for N = 300 to T = 300 time
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Figure 6.12: Standard deviation, mean, and skew for Aef f experiments in Fig. 6.11
units. The autonomous mobile nodes spread over the unknown terrain; however,
they cannot cover the entire area since the maximum communication range is not
large enough and there is not enough number of mobile nodes. The frequency of
Aef f shows a Gaussian distribution shape in Figs. 6.11 (a)-(f). This distribution
indicates a satisfactory performance of our fga. Furthermore, we can claim that
there is not enough mobile nodes to cover the given terrain since Figs. 6.11 (a)-(f)
show Gaussian distribution. Figs 6.12 (a)-(c) also indicate the same distribution. σ
reaches its maximum at T = 230 time units and it stays at this maximum value in
Fig. 6.12 (a). 60% of the entire region is covered by the mobile agents at the end of
experiment after 300 time units as seen in Fig. 6.12 (b). Compared to the cases of
N = 100 and 200, we see a much improved set of results for N = 300 since there are
more mobile nodes to spread over the area.
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Chapter 7

Convergence Analysis of FGA

7.1

Markov Chain

A stochastic process can be defined as a collection of random variables Xt indexed by
time. A sequence of Xt of random variables is called a discrete time stochastic process
if t ≥ 0 and Xt takes values in a finite set S = 0, 1, · · · , N [123]. The finite set S
is called a state space and possible values of Xt are called the states of the system.
The discrete time stochastic process describes a system which traverses from state to
state at each time instance. Eqn. 7.1 shows the memoryless nature of a single state
(i.e. if the process at time t1 is at state i  S, the process at time t1 + 1 a transition
to state j  S).

P (X0 = x0 , · · · , Xn−1 = xn−1 ) =

n−1
Y

P (Xk = xk |Xk−1 = xk−1 , · · · , X0 = x0 ) (7.1)

k=0
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A stochastic process has the Markov property if the conditional probability distribution of future states of the stochastic process depends only upon the present state
and not the past as shown in Eq. 7.2. A stochastic process that satisfies the Markov
property is known as a Markov process.

P (Xk = xk |Xk−1 = xk−1 , · · · , X0 = x0 ) = P (Xk = xk |Xk−1 = xk−1 )

(7.2)

It is important to note that Eq. 7.2 holds for all states of the system k  S.
A Markov process called a Markov chain is defined by:

• initial probability distribution ν(x) = P (X0 = x)
• transition probabilities from state i to state j (i, j, , S) pij

Using these two properties, Eq. 7.2 can be written as:

P (X0 = x0 , X1 = x1 , · · · , Xn−1 = xn−1 ) =
ν(x0 )p(x0 , x1 )p(x1 , x2 ) · · · p(xn−2 , xn−1 )

(7.3)

where ν(x0 ) is the initial probability distribution and p(xi , xj ) is the transition probability from state i to state j (i, j  S).
A Markov chain is a suitable probability model for certain systems where the observation at a given time maps to the category into which an individual falls. This
mapping is done by using a stochastic matrix ( i.e., transition matrix ) which contains
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the transition probabilities of a Markov chain over a finite state space S. If pij shows
the probability value of moving from state i to state j (where i, j  S) in one time
unit, the transition matrix P is given by using pij as an element at ith row and j th
column. For example:
0

1
B

p11 p12 p13 · · · p1n CC
B
B

C

B

C

B

C

p21 p22 p23 · · · p2n CC
B
B
B

C

B

C

P = BB

· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · CC
B

C

B

C

B

C

B
B

· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · CC
B

C

B

C

@

pn1 pn2 pn3 · · · pnn

A

The transition matrix P includes all possible transition probabilities between states
and p(xi , xj ) = pij ≥ 0 and

P
kS

pik = 1, where i, j  S.

For an arbitrary distribution of S denoted as ν to transition to another distribution
µ, the transition matrix is applied such that νP = µ. It is important to note that
the Markov chain exhibits the memoryless characteristic where no knowledge of past
states is needed to determine the future behavior of the system. It is only important
to know the current state of the system and apply the transition matrix to determine
future behavior. Assuming that the system transitions through time denoted by Xt
(for t = 1, 2, · · · ) the memoryless quality can be represented by

P r(Xt = µt |X0 = µ0 , · · · , Xn−1 = µn−1 ) = P r(Xn = µn |Xn−1 = µn−1 )
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(7.4)

fga, like all ga-based approaches, uses different sets of chromosomes in every population and, therefore, can be modeled by Markov chain since the state of population
at time t + 1 depends only the state of population at time t. As the genetic operators
(see Section 3.1.2) that create the population at time t + 1 out of the population at
time t depend on several chance events, like the drawing of one certain string to the
mating pool or the signal t mutate one certain bit, the dependence of the state of population at time t + 1 on the state of population at time t is stochastic [97]. Our fga
is run by each mobile node as a topology control mechanism to decide its next speed
and movement direction. Thus, each autonomous mobile node’s movement decision
is stochastic. These considerations imply that an exact description of the behavior of
autonomous mobile nodes in a manet has to use a Markov chain where the states of
the chain are the possible states of ourga-based topology control framework.

7.2

Convergence Analysis of Homogeneous Markov
Chain Model of our FGA

A Markov chain is called homogeneous if the transition matrix is stationary with
respect to time (i.e. the transition probabilities from state i to state j (i, jS) pij do
not change) [124]. The homogeneous Markov chain is a popular and often effective
model to describe state-based systems and discrete stochastic systems that may be
modeled as having a set of n states.
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Figure 7.1: A Markov chain model for our fga (each state is connected to each other
but not shown for simplicity)
Probabilistic changes of the genes within the population at time t + 1 (Pt+1 ) are
captured by the transition matrix in the Markov kernel since Pt+1 only depends on
the population at time t (Pt ). The genetic operators that create Pt+1 from Pt hinge
upon several chance events, such as the crossover point, or the random mutation in a
particular bit. This makes the Markov chain a perfect tool to analyze the convergence
properties including convergence speed of ga-based algorithms. One of the most
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important aspects of modeling a ga using a Markov chain is to define a realistic
number of states. gas use different sets of chromosomes in every population. The
number of states in the Markov model are proportioned to the mapping from the
solution space of S to the Markov chain states.
The behavior of autonomous mobile nodes running our fga as software agents can
be modeled as a finite homogeneous Markov chain, called hM Cfga . In our approach,
the values of hM Cfga transition matrix are determined through estimation instead of
exact representation as theoretically represented in [69]. Using the direct approach for
our fga quickly becomes unwieldy and computationally unfeasible since the number
of states grow exponentially with the chromosome length (see Section 4.1). To keep
the analysis of the behavior for fga simple, the characteristics of an autonomous
mobile node have been compressed to the following parameters: the mobile node’s
speed (moving or immobile), its fitness (high or low), and direction (up, up-left,
left, down-left, down, down-right, right, or up-right based on the hexagonal lattice
explained in Section 3.3) as shown in Fig. 7.1. Without this simplification, the number
of the states in this model would be prohibitively large. For example, using fitness
resolution of 105 , 10 different speeds, and six movement directions would yield 107
states.
In this dissertation, the estimation of an autonomous mobile node’s state is found
by using the empirical probability of traversing from one state to another obtained
experimentally (i.e. the relative frequency of moving from one state to the other is
recorded while running the fga at each time instant). As the fga determines the
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mobile node’s speed and movement direction using local neighborhood information
including neighbors and obstacles, we assume that an autonomous mobile node traverses from one state to another in our Markov chain model shown in Fig. 7.1. By
conducting a large number of experiments, statical anomalies can be smoothed out
resulting in a model that closely approximates the behavior of a mobile node in a
manet.

The number of neighbors that a given node has is an important metric defined in the
Markov model of our fga. The number of neighbors for a given node Ni is defined
as d(Ni ) (node degree). The ideal number of neighbors that creates the maximum
amount of network coverage is defined as N̄ (see Section 3.3.1) [100]. The ideal state
in hM Cfga occurs when N̄ − 1 ≤ d(Ni ) ≤ N̄ + 1. All values outside of the bounds
are considered non-ideal (Fig. 7.1).
As shown in Fig. 7.1, the reduced hM Cfga is defined with 15 states. The states
can first be divided into two categories, either moving or stationary (i.e., immobile).
Any movement is described in 12 states, half with an ideal number of neighbors
(N̄ − 1 ≤ d(Ni ) ≤ N̄ + 1) and the other half with a non-ideal number of neighbors
(d(Ni ) < N̄ −1 or d(Ni ) > N̄ +1). Obviously an autonomous mobile node with a nonideal number of neighbors is moving probabilistically in search of the correct number
of neighbors and a low external force value (i.e. high fitness). An autonomous mobile
node that has the desired number of neighbors may suffer from poor orientation with
neighbors and also continue to search for a location with lower virtual force. The
three stop states (a mobile node in this state is immobile) include a non-ideal number
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of neighbors and low fitness (Stop, Non, 0), an ideal number of neighbors (see
Section 3.3.1) and low fitness (Stop, ideal, 0) and an ideal number of neighbors and
high fitness (Stop, ideal, 1). The first two states often occur when a mobile node
is physically trapped for a given instant in time by obstacles or other mobile nodes
around it. Note that these situations are non-lasting and the nature of our fga will
encourage the mobile node to move to a better location as quickly as possible. In
(Stop, ideal, 1) state, our ga-based topology control framework will keep the mobile
node stationary as long as the condition persists. This is an important characteristic
for our fga because the network has the ability to stabilize and conserve power when
a good configuration has been reached as well as reconfigure itself when network
conditions deteriorate.
As explained earlier, a homogeneous Markov chain is characterized by having a transition matrix of P that is equal at every time step for a finite state space S, that
has an initial distribution ν. A metrically transitive (i.e., ergodic) Markov chain is
characterized by having both irreducible and aperiodic properties, as explained below.

Definition 8: States i and j (i, j ∈ S) in hM Cfga are said to be communicating
states if and only if each of them is reachable from the other one. It is denoted by
i ↔ j.

Definition 9: A state i in hM Cfga is called an absorbing state if it is impossible to
leave it (i.e., pii = 1).

Let us first show that S for hM Cfga can be partitioned.
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Lemma 7: State space S of hM Cfga can be partitioned into r disjoint subsets

S=

[r

ci

(7.5)

i=1

where ci ∩ cj =

, i 6= j and ci communicates with at least one other subset ck .

Proof : In hM Cfga , S is composed of a combination of states with three parameters
(ci = {si , di fi }, ci ∈ S) namely speed (si ), movement direction (di ), and fitness value
(fi ). Hence,

S =

[r

ci

i=1

= c1 ∪ c2 ∪ · · · ∪ cn
= s1 d1 f1 ∪ s2 d2 f2 ∪ · · · ∪ sj dj fj ∪ · · · ∪ sr dr fr

(7.6)

Any solution combination of sj , dj , and fj assigned by fga at any time must belong
to one of the states in hM Cfga and, therefore, part of a subset cj = {sj , dj , fj }.
ci ∩ cj 6=

implies that at least one component of a state is the same in ci and

cj . Since the states in hM Cfga are the combination of sped, direction, and fitness
score, they are unique and cannot be analyzed as individual component (i.e., speed,
direction, and fitness score). Thus,

ci ∩ cj 6=

⇔ {si di fi } ∩ {sj dj fj } 6=

Therefore, we can conclude that S =

S r

i=1 ci
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holds.

⇒ ci = c j

(7.7)

Now, let us show that to reach any state ci (ci ∈ S) is possible in a finite number of
steps in hM Cfga .

Lemma 8: hM Cfga is irreducible if and only if P (τcj < ∞|x0 = ci ) > 0 for every
ci , cj ∈ S where P 0 (x0 = ci ) and τcj is the smallest number of steps to move from
state ci to cj .

Proof : The probability of moving from any state ci in hM Cfga to an arbitrary state
cj (ci 6= cj , ci , cj ∈ S) requires l finite number of steps (Def. 8): Pcli cj > 0.
As a contradiction suppose there is a state cj an absorbing (Def. 9) such that pcj cj = 1.
By Lemma 7, cj = {sj dj fj } =

S m
n=1

sj dj fn and m < ∞ (i.e., the state cj is a

combination of a certain speed and movement direction with all possible fitness values
assigned by our fga and Eq. 4.2). In this case, there is a fitness value (fr ) in the state
j such that Psj dj fr

sj d j f r

= 1 ({sj dj fr } ⊂ cj ⊂ S and 1 ≤ r ≤ m). Since {sj dj fr } is

an absorbing state, if a mobile node’s speed, movement direction, and fitness value
define it as being in this state, the node cannot exit it. In other words, there is no
better solution (at any time) for the corresponding mobile node. If a mobile node’s
fitness is optimal, our ga-based framework assigns the speed and movement direction
to zero for the corresponding autonomous mobile node so sj = 0 and dj = 0. As seen
in Eq. 4.2, the objective function uses the neighboring nodes’ location information.
If the neighboring nodes are not at the same absorbing state (each node runs its own
fga), they may be at the state with non-zero speed (i.e., mobile). Therefore, the
nodes will be pushed out of the optimal state and must move to a better location.
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Also, even if the entire system is at state sj dj fr , due to malfunction or communication
loss, mobile nodes may need to change their positions and therefore take the entire
system out of equilibrium. Thus, sj dj fr cannot be an absorbing state and we can
conclude that hM Cfga is irreducible.

Definition 10: The periodicity (dci ) of a state ci (ci ∈ S) in a Markov chain
¦

©

is defined by dci = gcd n ≥ 1 : pnci ci = Pr (xn = ci |x0 = ci ) > 0 where gcd represents
“greatest common denominator.” The periodicity is found by determining the number
of steps for every possible path to leave and return to a particular state, then by
determining the largest number that can be divided by every path count. dci = ∞ if
pnci ci = 0, ∀ n ≥ 1. A state ci is said to be aperiodic if dci = 1.

Let us show that hM Cfga is aperiodic.

Lemma 9: hM Cfga is aperiodic.

Proof : By Def. 10, hM Cfga is aperiodic if the probability of moving from any state
ci (ci ∈ S) to itself is not zero, pci ci > 0.
Let us suppose that an autonomous mobile node is in the state ci = {si di fi } at time
t. If there is no change in the neighborhood conditions between from t to t + 1, fga
does not change the speed, direction, and fitness score of a node (Eq. 4.2). Therefore,
in hM Cfga , at each state ci ∈ S, there is a self-loop to represent the cases where
neighborhood information remains the same at time t + 1 as in time t. Thus hM Cfga
is aperiodic.
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Lemma 10: hM Cfga is ergodic if there exists a time t such that P t (ci , cj ) > 0,
∀ ci , cj S.

Proof : Based on Lemma 8, hM Cfga is irreducible implying that the probability of
moving any state ci to an arbitrary state cj requires a finite number of steps. From
Lemma 9, hM Cfga is aperiodic with dci = 1 (Def. 10). Therefore, from Lemmas 8
and 9, M Cfga is ergodic.

7.2.1

Analysis of Convergence Properties for Ergodic Homogeneous Finite Markov Chain

To prove the convergent behavior of a homogeneous Markov chain, the following
measures are given. The total variation between the distributions of random variables
in a given set is represented by

kµ − νk =

X

|µ(x) − ν(x)|

(7.8)

n

where S is a finite set and distributions µ and ν are on S. This metric is the underlying property for Dobrushin’s contraction coefficient [75] that provides an approximate measure of the orthogonality between the distributions of a transition matrix
(specifically, the rows of a right-stochastic matrix and the columns of a left-stochastic
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matrix). This is given as

c(P ) =

1
· max
{ z } |P (x, ·) − P (y, ·)|
2 | x,y

(7.9)

where c is the contraction coefficient, P is a transition matrix, and x and y are the
rows of P . Explicitly, the contraction coefficient represents half of the largest total
variation of all combinations of rows in the transition matrix. c(P ) = 1 when any
rows of P are completely disjoint. c(P ) = 0 when every distribution in P (x, ·) is
equivalent. These metrics are used to show that the interaction of distributions with
an ergodic system reduces the orthogonality between distributions.

Lemma 11: (taken from [74]) Let P and Q be transition matrices and let µ and ν
be probability distributions :

|µP − νP | ≤ c(P ) |µ − ν| , c(P Q) ≤ c(P )c(Q) ⇒
≤ |µ − ν| , |µP − νP | ≤ 2 · c(P )

(7.10)

Proof : Proof is given in [74].

In Lemma 11, starting from initial distributions of µ and ν using P are represented as
µP and νP , respectively. |µP − νP | is the total variation between µ and ν. Therefore,
as µ and ν progress in time for a transition matrix of P , the orthogonality between
the disjoint distributions of µ and ν reduces.
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For an ergodic Markov chain, P is a primitive. Rows then become similar as time
passes.

Lemma 12: (taken from [74]) For every time step of the transition matrix P , the
sequence (c(P t ))t ≥ 0 decreases.

Proof : Proof is given by [74] using Lemma 11:

c(P t+1 ) ≤ c(P )c(P t ) ≤ c(P t )

(7.11)

Here [74] states that each transition of a homogeneous Markov chain reduces the
orthogonality of the rows in the transition matrix. To put differently, the differences
in the probability distribution from one time step to the next become smaller.

Lemma 13: (taken from [74]) If the transition matrix P is primitive, the sequence
of contraction coefficients reduces to 0.

Proof : Proof is given in [74] by using Lemma 12:

c(P t ) ≤ (Qk P t−τ ·k ) ≤ c(Q)k · c(P t−τ ·k ) ≤ c(Q)k

(7.12)

where Q = P τ and τ is the smallest number of steps for any state to reach any other
state. Therefore, Q is a simplified transition matrix where each state can reach all
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other states in a single large step. k is defined as the number of large steps where
τ · k ≥ t. Assuming P is primitive and therefore Q is strictly positive (i.e., every state
is reachable) then c(Q) < 1 without equality and c(P t ) will go to zero as t goes to
infinity [74].

By Lemmas 12 and 13, some final distribution exists if a transition matrix P is
primitive. The probability distribution ν converges to the limiting distribution µ as
t becomes large. Moreover, the limiting distribution µ does not depend on the initial
condition.

Theorem 1: (taken from [74]) For a primitive P on a finite space with a strictly
stationary distribution µ, beginning at any distribution ν, νP t → µ as t → ∞.

Proof : Proof is given in [74]. By Lemma 12, the sequence limt→∞ c(P t ) = 0 and by
Lemma 11:
νP t − µ = νP t − µP t ≤ |ν − µ| c(P t ) ≤ 2 · c(P t )

(7.13)

In summary, Lemmas 12 and 13 show that as a metrically transitive Markov chain
transitions through each generation, it converges towards a strictly stationary distribution. This result is explicitly stated for any initial distribution in Theorem 1.
Based on Lemma 10 and Theorem 1, we state that hM Cfga will converge in time to
a stationary behavior.
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Theorem 2: hM Cfga is ergodic and therefore it must converge to a stationary distribution.

Proof : As demonstrated in Lemma 10, the transition matrix P is irreducible and
aperiodic for hM Cfga and therefore is ergodic. Based on Theorem 1, As P is ergodic,
any probability distribution ν converges to a limiting distribution µ without depending on the initial condition as time t passes. Therefore, hM Cfga must converge to a
stationary distribution.

Figure 7.2: An example of transition matrix P for N = 100 and Rcom = 10
This theorem allows us to state that our fga must converge to a stationary behavior.
Also, experimentally we can observe a close approximation of the final stationary
distribution of the Markov chain for our fga. We can compare the rate of convergence
for various parameters of the mobile nodes using our fga as a software agent.

7.2.2

Simulation Experiments for hM CF GA

In order to study the convergence rate of hmcfga for a uniform distribution of knowledge sharing mobile nodes, we used our simulation software explained in Section 5.1.
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We consider an experimental setup where the autonomous mobile nodes enter an
unknown geographical area of Aroi without any a priori information and without a
central control unit. Two different types of experiments were set up to analyze the
effects of different network parameters on the convergence rate of hmcfga . For the
first experimental setup, we ran the experiments for networks with N = 100 and
different communication range of Rcom = 5, 10, 12, and 15, we, thus, are able to
analyze the effects of different communication ranges on our model. In the second
set of experiments, we changed the number of autonomous mobile nodes in a manet,
N = 100, 125, and 150 with a fixed communication range of Rcom = 10. For each
experiment, the area of deployment is set to be 100x100 units with all mobile nodes
initially placed in the north-west corner of the terrain as shown in Fig. 5.2. To smooth
out the noise and to increase accuracy in transition probabilities of hmcfga transition
matrix, each experiment is repeated for 75 times with the same initial values (i.e.,
initial speed and initial movement direction) and the same initial node deployments
(i.e., initial location). As explained in the previous sections, without loss of generality, each mobile node has the same movement capabilities (e.g., speed and movement
direction) and the limited communication range of Rcom , hence, can only be aware of
its neighbors and runs its own ga-based software application.

7.2.2.1

A Reduced Size Transition Matrix for hM CF GA

As explained in Section 7.2.1, we use a reduced size transition matrix to model the
behavior of our fga using an ergodic homogeneous Markov chain so that we can
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 7.3: Distribution of homogeneous Markov chain states for N = 100 and
(a) Rcom = 5, (b) Rcom = 10, (c) Rcom = 12, and (d) Rcom = 15
analyze and easily present the convergence rate and properties. When we use all
possible states in our approach, there are in the order of 107 possible states for a
mobile node as explained in the previous section. It is not feasible to display and
analyze this information in this dissertation. In order to keep the convergence analysis
as simple as possible, 107 states were merged into 15 states shown in Fig. 7.1. This
simplification makes hmcfga easy to present and analyze with all properties including
the states and the transition matrix. Fig. 7.2 shows the hmcfga transition matrix
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for N = 100 mobile nodes with a communication range Rcom = 10. As seen from
Fig. 7.2, two properties of a transition matrix P are satisfied as:

1. pij ≥ 0
2.

P

7.2.2.2

kS

pik = 1

Convergence Rate of hM CF GA

(a)

(b)

Figure 7.4: Distribution of homogeneous Markov chain states for Rcom = 10 and
(a) N = 125 and (b) N = 150

We ran two types of experiments for networks with N = 100 mobile nodes with communication ranges of Rcom = 5, 10, 12, and 15 and for networks with communication
range of Rcom = 10 and N = 100, 125, and 150 mobile nodes. Figs. 7.3 (a)-(d)
and 7.4 (a)-(b) present the distribution of Markov chain and show that the system
evolves to a stationary distribution as time goes to infinity. It is important to note
that any initial distribution will converge to the same stationary distribution based
on Theorem 2. The only difference in using varied initial distributions will be the
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number of steps that the system takes to reach the stationary distribution. When we
think about all of the possible initial deployments for autonomous mobile nodes in a
manet, it makes practical sense. If the mobile nodes are initially dispersed such that
they are close to uniform spatial distribution over the geographical terrain, then they
will take very few movements to achieve a uniform distribution. In the experiments,
autonomous mobile entities are placed in the worst case scenario where all of the
mobile nodes are clustered in a single corner (northwest) as shown in Fig. 5.2. In this
case, many mobile nodes will initially be trapped between other mobile nodes and the
boundaries of Aroi . This will increase the time required for the mobile nodes to reach
spatial uniformity. The importance of the relationship between initial distributions of
the Markov chain and the initial dispersement of mobile nodes is that the Markovian
representation
of thecoefficient
fga, accurately
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Figure 7.5: Contraction coefficient as t → ∞ when the total number of mobile nodes in
a MANET is fixed (N = 100) and the communication range varies at each experiment
(Rcom = 5, 10, 12, and 15)
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Figure 7.6: Contraction coefficient as t → ∞ when the communication range is
fixed (Rcom = 10) and the total number of mobile nodes in a MANET varies (N =
100, 125, and 150)
Figs. 7.5 and 7.6 show Dobrushin’s contraction coefficient when time goes to infinity
for two different types of experiments with differing communication ranges (Rcom = 5,
10, 12, and 15) and the total numbers of nodes (N = 100, 125, and 150). respectively.
The graph is only based on the transition matrix for fga and not on various initial
distributions of the Markov chain so that it is possible to make direct comparisons
between experiments with varying parameters. As seen Fig. 7.5, experiments with
larger communication ranges converge at a slower rate than experiments with smaller
ones. It is important to note that this refers to the convergence to the ideal state
which has the desired number of nodes and perfect fitness (i.e., Stop, ideal, 1). The
system reaches the final distribution at time t ≈ 38, 50, 60, and 70 for Rcom = 5, 10,
12, and 15, respectively. When the autonomous mobile nodes have smaller communication ranges, they collect less local neighborhood information and the fga generates
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next speed and movement direction based on this limited information. Furthermore,
the reduced aggregation of external forces results in faster convergence. As seen in
Fig. 7.6, experiments with larger numbers of nodes converge at slower rates than
experiments with smaller numbers of nodes. This is due to the fact that more autonomous mobile nodes are initially trapped with limited mobility. As nodes at the
periphery of the cluster quickly begin to spread, the mobility of nodes in the center
of the cluster also begins to increase. The Markov kernel for our fga reaches the
final distribution when t ≈ 50 for all experiments. The convergence for varied initial
distributions can be added to these graphs (Figs. 7.5 and 7.6) by finding |νP t − µP t |
with respect to t for any of the experimental cases. It is important to note that for
each experiment, any initial distribution (ν) will fall below the corresponding line and
hence converges faster than the contraction coefficient graph of the Markov kernel as
in the proof of Theorem 2.
Figs. 7.7 (a)-(d) and 7.8 (a)-(b) represent the possible outcome percentages of each
state in hmcfga for varying communication ranges and numbers of nodes, respectively.
In Fig. 7.7 (a), the probability of being in the ideal state for a mobile node is higher
than the other states (44%) when Rcom = 5. It demonstrates that nearly half of the
mobile nodes reach the state where they have the desired number of neighbors and
locations that result in minimal external force. The probability of reaching the stop
state with a non-ideal number of neighbors is approximately 10%. The remaining
states that are not explicitly labeled with values ranging from 2% to 8% represent
states where the node is moving and has an ideal number of neighbors. As seen from
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 7.7: Output distribution of each state in hM CF GA for N = 100 and (a) Rcom =
5, (b) Rcom = 10, (c) Rcom = 12, and (d) Rcom = 15
Figs. 7.7 (b)-(d), when Rcom = 10, 12, and 15, the probabilities of being in the desired
state are 32%, 22%, and 15%, respectively. As seen from these results, to reach and
stay at the desired state for a mobile node is less probable when communication range
increases. It is an expected result since larger communication range means more local
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neighborhood information and more neighboring nodes that results in a less stable
position (aggregated force on a mobile node is not zero). Figs. 7.8 (a)-(b) show the
possible outcome percentages of each state in hmcfga for the experiment comparing
varying numbers of nodes with Rcom = 10 and N = 125 and 150, respectively. Referring back to Fig. 7.7 (b), Rcom = 10 and N = 100, the probability of being in
the ideal state for a mobile node is (32%), the probability of being in the stopped,
non-ideal state is only (20%) and the sum of all remaining moving states is (48%).
When N = 125 it can be seen in Fig. 7.8 (a) that the probability of being in the
ideal state is (27%), the probability of being in the stopped, non-ideal state is now
(26%) and the sum of all remaining moving states is now (47%). As presented in
Fig. 7.8 (b), the probability of being in the ideal state for a mobile node is 18% and
the probability of reaching the stop state with non-ideal number of neighbors is 30%
when there are 150 mobile nodes in a manet. These data reveals that as the network
area is overcrowded with autonomous mobile nodes, increased energy is consumed in
the search for optimal spatial orientation. As crowding increases, fewer mobile entities will be able to find an optimal orientation and more nodes will continue to search
for better spatial configuration. Fig. 7.6 demonstrates that these will eventually converge to a stationary distribution, but as seen in Figs. 7.8 (a)-(b), when the number
of mobile nodes increases beyond the minimal number necessary to completely cover
the network area, more nodes will be in a stopped state with a non-ideal number of
neighbors (due to overcrowding) than the stopped state with an optimal number of
neighbors and high fitness.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 7.8: Output distribution of each state in hM CF GA for Rcom = 10 and (a) N =
125 and (b) N = 150
Effectiveness in area coverage (Aef f ) is an important performance metric of our fga
approach as discussed in Section 4.3. Fig. 7.9 shows the Aef f for N = 100 and Rcom =
5, 10, 12, and 15. Comparison with the convergence rate of the same experiments
discussed in Fig. 7.5 appears to bring a new perspective with the experiment Rcom =
15 achieving a high percentage of Aef f rather quickly and the experiment with Rcom =
5 gradually maximizing its network area coverage as time progresses. This high level
of area coverage comes at the cost of a great deal of redundancy and a situation where
mobile nodes will continue to make large adjustments in their spatial orientation for
a great deal of time. When Rcom = 5, the autonomous mobile nodes spread over
quickly. Many of the autonomous mobile entities are in a state of high fitness and
movements that continue to maximize Aef f are minute. The effect of increasing
the communication range of Rcom is to increase the rate that network will attain
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a high level of network coverage, while at the same time decreasing the rate that
the network will converge to a stationary behavior. It will also cause an increasing
amount of network overlap and consumption of power through continued movement.
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Figure 7.9: Effectiveness in area coverage (Aef f ) for N = 100 and Rcom =
5, 10, 12, and 15

7.3

Convergence Analysis of Inhomogeneous Markov
Chain Model of our FGA

In this section, we extend our hmcfga (given in Section 7.2) and present here an
inhomogeneous Markov chain with a Markov kernel called imcfga . In imcfga model,
our approach in terms of constructing Markovian model and reducing the number of
states given in Section 7.2 are the same. The difference of imcfga model, the Markov
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kernel (i.e., transition matrix) is different for every time step (i.e., Pt = P1 , P2 , · · · ,
where t= 1, 2, · · · ) for a given finite space S, with any initial distribution of ν. The
distribution of states x  S at times t ≥ 0 is given by

P (t) (x0 , · · · , xt ) = ν(x0 )P1 (x0 , x1 ) · · · Pt (xt−1 , xt )

(7.14)

This model has the benefit over a homogeneous model by preserving the time-based
precision of experimental data explained below.

7.3.1

Analysis of Convergence Properties for Inhomogeneous
Markov Chain

As a first step to prove the convergence of our inhomogeneous Markov model, let us
show the existence of a limit distribution by the following lemma.

Lemma 14: (taken from [74]) If µt , t ≥ 1, are probability distributions on S such
that

P
t

||µt+1 − µt || < ∞ then there is a probability distribution µ∞ such that µt → µ∞

as t → ∞.

Proof : For s < t
||µt − µs || ≤

X
r≥s

Proof is given in [74].
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||µr+1 − µr ||

(7.15)

Lemma 14 states that if there is a sequence of distributions µt that have a sum less
than infinity, a limiting distribution µ∞ exists. This is because S is a finite and closed
space and any limiting sequence must exist inside of S. This is commonly known as
a Cauchy sequence [125].
State space S for our fga is finite, point-wise convergence, and convergence in the
L1 -norm as shown by the following lemma.

Lemma 15: The state space S for imcfga is a finite and closed space.

Proof : hmcfga and imcfga have the same state space S, and, hence, Eq. 7.5 can be
used for imcfga . Therefore, the proof for Lemma 7 holds for imcfga .

Lemma 14 leads to the following theorem, commonly coined to its founder R. L.
Dobrushin [75].

Theorem 3: (taken from [74]) Let Pt , t ≥ 1, be transition matrices, each with an
invariant probability distribution µt . Given that the following conditions exist

X

||µt+1 − µt || < ∞

(7.16)

t

lim c(Pi · · · Pt ) = 0 for every i ≥ 1

t→∞

Then µ∞ = limt→∞ µt exists and starting from any distribution ν.
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(7.17)

νPi · · · Pt → µ∞ as t → ∞

(7.18)

Proof : Proof is shown in [74].

Here Dobrushin states that an inhomogeneous Markov chain on a finite set S will have
a limiting distribution as long as the sum of the total variation between its one-step
output distributions is finite and that the contraction coefficients for the transition
matrices go to zero for any starting point i.
Based on Lemma 15 and Theorem 3 we assert that imcfga will converge to a stationary
behavior:

Theorem 4: The set of inhomogeneous transition matrices for the simplified fga
fulfills both conditions set by Theorem 3 and, therefore, it will converge to a stationary
distribution.

Proof : The existence of limit µ∞ was proved since the state space S for imcfga
is a finite and closed space as shown by Lemma 15. The set of inhomogeneous
Markov kernels for our fga is has a finite sum in the one step total variation of
output distributions and that the contraction coefficient of the transition matrix will
converge to zero from any starting point. Therefore, using Theorem 3, it will converge
to a stationary distribution.

This theorem allows us to state that our ga-based topology control approach must
converge to a stationary behavior. Also, we experimentally observe a close approxi128

mation of the final stationary distribution of imcfga . This allows us to compare the
rate of convergence for various network parameters including number of mobile nodes
and communication range.

7.3.2

Simulation Experiments for iM CF GA

In order to study the convergence rate of imcfga for topology control of mobile nodes
in a manet, we used our simulation software explained in Section 5.1. We consider the same experimental setup in Section 7.2.2. There are two different types
of experimental setups to analyze the effects of different network parameters on the
convergence rate of imcfga . We ran the experiments for networks with N = 100
and different communication range of Rcom = 5, 10, 12, and 15, we, thus, are able
to analyze the effects of different communication ranges on our model in the first
experimantal setup. In the second experimental setup, we changed the number of
mobile nodes in a manet, N = 100, 125, and 150 with a communication range of
Rcom = 10. The area of deployment is set to be 100x100 units with all nodes initially
placed randomly in the north-west corner of the terrain for all setups. To smooth
out the noise and to obtain accurate imcfga , each experiment is repeated for 75 times
with the same initial values and the same initial node deployments. Without loss
of generality, each mobile node has the same limited communication range (Rcom ),
and, hence, can only be aware of its neighbors and runs its own ga-based software
application.
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(a)

(b)

(c)
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Figure 7.10: Distribution of inhomogeneous Markov chain states for N = 100 and
(a) Rcom = 5, (b) Rcom = 10, (c) Rcom = 12, and (d) Rcom = 15
7.3.2.1

Convergence Rate of iM CF GA

Figs. 7.10 (a)-(d) and 7.11 (a)-(b) present the distribution of the reduced Markov chain
model of our fga and show that how the system evolves to a stationary distribution
as time goes to infinity. In Figs. 7.10 (a)-(d) and 7.11 (a)-(b), the x-axis shows each
Markov state of our fga in Fig. 7.1 from one to fifteen. The 15th state is the (Stop,
ideal, 1) state where the mobile node does not move because it has an ideal number
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of neighbors with a fitness of 1. The y-axis is the time and the z-axis is the probability.
As seen in Figs. 7.10 (a) and (b), the system evolves to the (Stop, ideal, 1) state
as time increases. At this point, it is important to note that any initial distribution
will converge to the same stationary distribution based on Theorem 4. The only
difference in Figs. 7.10 (a)-(d) and 7.11 (a)-(b) will be the convergence time for the
different initial distributions. It makes practical sense. If the mobile nodes are initially
distributed in an area such that they are closer to uniform distribution, then they need
less time to reach achieve uniform distribution. In our experiment, the mobile nodes
enter the geographical area from one entry point, that is considered the worst case
scenario to reach uniform node distribution. In Figs. 7.10 (c)-(d) and 7.11 (a)-(b),
there is no convergence to the stationary distribution. In fact, this result is expected
since the experimental setup for these figures with larger Rcom and more mobile nodes
represent overcrowded region, therefore, less mobile nodes find suitable positions with
good fitness and desired number of nodes.

(a)

(b)

Figure 7.11: Distribution of inhomogeneous Markov chain states for Rcom = 10 and
(a) N = 125 and (b) N = 150
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Figure 7.12: Contraction coefficients as t → ∞ when the total number of mobile
nodes in a MANET is fixed (N = 100) and the communication range varies at each
experiment (Rcom = 5, 10, 12, and 15)
Figs. 7.12 and 7.13 show a rough measure of orthogonality between consecutive instants of time in our reduced Markov chain model (i.e., Dobrushin’s contraction
coefficient) when time goes to infinity. It is important to note that these figures
are only based on the transition matrices and not on various initial distributions
of our reduced Markov model. Therefore, it gives a direct result of the convergence of imcfga model. As seen in Fig. 7.12, the system reaches its final distribution at time t ≈ 40, 50, 80, and 95 for the different communication ranges of
Rcom = 5, 10, 12, and 15, respectively. As shown in Fig. 7.13, when there are more
mobile nodes in the roi, convergence to final distribution takes more time. As explained in Section 7.2.2, this is due to the fact that more nodes are initially trapped
with limited mobility. Another important observation from Figs. 7.12 and 7.13, the
first approximately 10 time units represent volatility in the system due to the mobile
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nodes initial placement in one conner of the given terrain. After this period, the
nodes have increased degrees of freedom and begin to converge towards to uniform
distribution.
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Figure 7.13: Contraction coefficients as t → ∞ when the communication range is
fixed (Rcom = 10) and the total number of mobile nodes in a MANET varies (N =
100, 125, and 150)

Figs. 7.14 (a)-(d) and 7.15 represent the outcome distribution of each state in our
Markov model: the stop state with high fitness (sshf), the stop state with low fitness
(sslf), and the aggregation of all moving states (mshl). As seen by the sshf plot in
Figs. 7.14(a)-(b), the probability of stop with high fitness increases when time goes to
infinity. More mobile nodes find desired number of neighbors in the correct position
in which the aggregate force on a corresponding mobile node is approximately zero
and stay immobile. When time reaches 300, more than half of the mobile nodes
for Rcom = 5 and nearly half of the mobile nodes for Rcom = 10 have good fitness
and are immobile. On the other hand, the probability of mobile nodes reaching
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Figure 7.14: Output distribution of each state in iM CF GA for N = 100 and (a) Rcom =
5, (b) Rcom = 10, (c) Rcom = 12, and (d) Rcom = 15
and/or staying at the moving states (with any direction and any speed) drops when
time passes as shown in Fig.7.14 (a)-(b). A little more than one third of mobile
nodes are in any moving state when t = 300 when Rcom = 5 and 10. As shown in
Fig. 7.14 (a), both mshl and sslf decreases as time passes. The stopped state with
low fitness increases until t = 100 and decreases afterward as seen by the sslf plot
in Fig. 7.14 (b). Initially, the mobile nodes are located at the northwest corner of
the geographical terrain and most of them cannot move because of the overcrowded
vicinity. After some time passes, there are enough available hexagonal cells to move
as assigned by the fga. The final stationary distribution at t = 300 verifies the
experimental behavior of our fga where mobile agents achieve a distribution that
is close to the uniform distribution. Some nodes continue to move slightly, these
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nodes exert small external forces on neighbors who in turn readjust themselves to
return to ideal fitness. For the other experimental setups (Rcom = 12 and 15 and
N = 125 and 150), sshf has the lowest value with respect to mshl and sslf as
shown in Figs. 7.14 (c)-(d) and 7.15 (a)-(b). This result is expected since larger
communication range and more mobile nodes represent overcrowded region which
results in having more negihbors than ideal number of neighbor.
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Figure 7.15: Output distribution of each state in iM CF GA for Rcom = 10 and (a) N =
125 and (b) N = 150

As mentioned in Section 4.3, Aef f is an important performance metric of our fga
approach. Fig. 7.9 shows the Aef f for N = 100 and Rcom = 5, 10, 12, and 15.
Comparison with the convergence rate of the same experiments discussed in Fig. 7.12
appears to show diametrically opposed outcomes with the experiment Rcom = 15
achieving a high percentage of Aef f rather quickly and the experiment with Rcom = 5
gradually maximizing its network area coverage as time progresses. This high level of
area coverage comes at the cost of a great deal of redundancy and a situation where
mobile nodes will continue to make large adjustments in their spatial orientation for
a great deal of time. When Rcom = 5, nodes spread out quickly. Many of the mobile
entities are in a state of high fitness and movements that continue to maximize Aef f
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are minute. The effect of increasing the communication range of Rcom is to increase
the rate that network will attain a high level of network coverage, while at the same
time decreasing the rate that the network will converge to a stationary behavior. It
will also cause an increasing amount of network overlap and consumption of power
through continued movement.
We can also claim that the convergence analysis experiments for hmcfga and imcfga
models provide the similar result. In fact, as explained at the beginning of this
section, imcfga model provides details in time while hmcfga shows average behavior.
The experimental results from both hmcfga model and imcfga show the convergence
of our ga-based topology control approach based on Theorems 2 and 4, respectively.
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Chapter 8

Concluding Remarks

In this dissertation, we introduced a bio-inspired topology control approach for efficient self deployment of autonomous mobile nodes in a manet. Our ga-based
topology control framework is used by each mobile node as a stand-alone software
agent to decide its next speed and movement direction. It does not require any central control unit or a priori knowledge and only uses local neighborhood information
including the mobile nodes and obstacles in the communication range of Rcom of a
corresponding node. Our fga provides a simple, efficient, and decentralized topology
control method to deploy large number of autonomous mobile nodes in an unknown
Aroi and is used by each mobile node so that mobile entities do not require any complex and centralized control mechanism. Furthermore, our ga-based topology control
approach maintains a satisfactory area coverage, provides high levels of uniformity,
and is resilient to mobile node losses (due to the malfunction or destroyed by hostile
attacks) while sustaining energy efficient self-deployment.
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8.1

Results and Future Research Directions

We provide a formal analysis of the stability and convergence of our fga by introducing homogeneous and inhomogeneous Markov chain models and providing their
convergence.
In Chapter 4, we formally prove that our ga-based topology control application does
not let a mobile node to lose communication with its neighboring nodes in Lemma 1.
In addition, in the same chapter, we use the Lyapunov stability theorem to show the
convergence of the fitness function of fga given in Eqn. 4.2 to an asymptotically stable
state in Lemma 2. We use two important performance metrics, namely Aef f and
uniformity, in this dissertation to analyze our fga as defined in Sections 4.3 and 4.4,
respectively. Using our uniformity definitions for two mobile nodes and average for
all mobile nodes given in Definitions 4 and 5, we formally show the convergence of
our ga-based topology control application.
Details of our simulation software and testbed implementations are given in Chapter 5. We, in this chapter, experimentally show the convergence to uniform distribution of autonomous mobile nodes in a manet. In Section 5.1, the autonomous
mobile nodes running our ga-based topology control application as software agent
are successfully deployed in Aroi under harsh conditions similar to those found in military applications (e.g., after losing assets during an operation, the remaining mobile
nodes should reposition themselves to compensate the loss in coverage and network
connectivity). One of the most important results from these experiments is to show
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that our topology control algorithm is resilient to loss of assets and is successful in
distributing mobile nodes in the presence of obstacles. We also provided details about
four different testbeds which use different technologies and components namely fpga
Virtex-IItm with laptops and desktops, vmwaretm , small robots (iRobotstm ) controlled
by gumstixtm processors, and laptops and pdas in Section 5.2. Experimental results
from our testbed implementations show that our fga delivers promising results for
uniform node distribution of knowledge sharing mobile nodes over an unknown geographical terrain. Moreover, the results from our testbed experiments validate our
simulation software results since both show similar outputs in terms of Aef f .
Statistical inference is used for statistical analysis of our fga in Chapter 6. The results presented in Chapter 6 provide us general understanding of uniform distribution
behavior of autonomous mobile nodes in a manet.
fga, like all ga-based approaches, uses different sets of chromosomes in every population. We introduced a new model using Markov chains to analyze its convergence
speed. This model appropriately represents fga since the state of population at time
t + 1 depends only the state of population at time t. As the genetic operators (see
Section 3.1.2) that create the population at time t + 1 out of the population at time t
depend on several chance events, like randomly selecting one certain individual to be
included in the mating pool or randomly mutating one certain bit in an individual,
the dependence of the state of population at time t + 1 on the state of population
at time t is stochastic [97]. Our fga is run by each mobile node as a topology
control mechanism to decide its next speed and movement direction. In Chapter 7,
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Figure 8.1: Dependency graph of our publications resulted from our GA-based topology control research
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we present effectiveness and convergence speed of our ga-based topology control approach by using homogeneous and inhomogeneous Markov chains. Using Dobrushin’s
contraction coefficients, we show that our fga converges to a stationary behavior (i.e.,
the desired state shown in Sections 7.2 and 7.3) while maximizing the area coverage
and providing a fully connected network for hmcfga and imcfga models. We also
use hmcfga and imcfga models to analyze the effects of different network parameters
including communication range and the total number of mobile nodes in a manet on
the convergence of our fga. Results from our Markov models using our simulation
software indicate that the mobile nodes using shorter communication ranges require
less movement and converge faster. Larger communication ranges quickly increase
the Aef f , but unnecessarily increase the communication among the near neighbors of
each node, making convergence decisions harder; as the network area becomes fully
covered, many nodes will have overlapping coverage and continue to search for an
optimal spatial orientation that will consume more energy.
In summary, in this dissertation, mathematical, analytical, statistical, and experimental results show that our ga-based topology control framework delivers promising
results to provide fully connected network and to uniformly separate mobile nodes
without any central control unit or a priori knowledge about terrain. Moreover, the
manet in which mobile nodes run our fga is resilient to mobile node malfunction
and losses.
As an extension of this work, we will concentrate on further investigation of robustness, efficiency, convergence properties, and reliability of our ga-based topology
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control approach in manets. We expect to further decrease of time of uniform distribution of autonomous mobile nodes which will result in less battery usage.

8.2

Our Publications Based on GA-based Topology Control Research

Throughout this research, we extensively published results of our studies on gabased topology control approach. This section presents a list of journal articles, book
chapters, and conference papers, all of which were refereed by the experts in this
field. A dependency graph for our publications is presented in Fig. 8.1. C1 represents
the first paper we published in the International Conference on Artificial Intelligence
and Pattern Recognition (aipr07) in 2007. In Fig. 8.1, an edge directed from node
Ci to Cj denotes that a conference paper Cj is based on the results of a conference
paper Ci. Book chapters and journal papers are depicted as Bi and Ji, respectively.
For each publication, a short synapse of its content is presented. In order to show
the interdependencies among the publications, we present them in the chronological
order that they were published in each category.

8.2.1

Refereed Journal Papers

J1. E. Urrea, C. S. Sahin, I. Hokelek, M. U. Uyar, M. Conner, G. Bertoli, and C.
Pizzo, “Bio-inspired Topology Control for Knowledge Sharing Mobile Agents,”
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Mobile Ad Hoc Networks, Elsevier, Special Issue on Bio-Inspired Computing,
Vol. 7, No. 4, pp. 677-689, 2009.
This journal paper presented different ga-based approaches for knowledge sharing bio-inspired mobile nodes to obtain a uniform distribution of the nodes over
a geographical terrain. With an analytical model, we showed that the best
fitness value was obtained when the number of neighbors for a mobile agent
was equal to the mean node degree. In this journal paper, we use the different
ga-based cases introduced in conference papers C1 and C2 (in Section 8.2.3).
Using the mean node degree called N from [22], our mobility model for manet
nodes is introduced in this paper.
J2. C. S. Sahin, E. Urrea, M. U. Uyar, M. Conner, G. Bertoli, and C. Pizzo, “Design
of Genetic Algorithms for Topology Control of Unmanned Vehicles,” International Journal of Applied Decision Sciences, Special Issue on Decision Support
Systems for Unmanned Vehicles 2010 (in press).
Statistical model of autonomous mobile nodes running our fga is defined in this
journal paper. Statistical model defined Section 6 in this dissertation is used
with a set of mathematical equations describing the behavior of mobile nodes in
terms of random variables and their associated probability distributions. This
paper uses our fga and mobility model introduced in conference paper C5 in
Section 8.2.3 and journal paper J1 above, respectively.
J3. J. Kusyk, C. S. Sahin, M. U. Uyar, E. Urrea, and S. Gundry, “Self Organization
of Nodes in Mobile Ad Hoc Networks Using Evolutionary Game,” Journal of
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Applied Research (invited paper) (in review).
A node spreading evolutionary game, called nseg, is introduced in this journal
paper. To play nseg with the neighboring nodes, a corresponding node only
requires limited synchronization, and does not require a priori knowledge of the
terrain. We also show the formal analysis of our evolutionary game to prove
the convergence to Nash Equilibrium. In this journal paper, fga which was
introduced in conference paper C5 (Section 8.2.3) is used as an algorithm to
select next location for an autonomous mobile node.
J4. J. Kusyk, E. Urrea, C.S. Sahin, and M.U. Uyar, “Game Theory and Genetic
Algorithm Based Approach for Self Positioning of Autonomous Nodes,” Ad Hoc
& Sensor Wireless Networks (in review).
In this journal paper, we present our node spreading potential game (nspg) for
manet nodes to position themselves in an unknown geographical terrain with
obstacles. nspg is a distributed and scalable game participated by autonomous
nodes. The decisions about node movements are based on localized data while
the best next location to move is selected by our fga that was introduced in
conference paper C5 (Section 8.2.3).
J5. C. S. Sahin, E. Urrea, and M. U. Uyar, “Self Organization for Area Coverage
Maximization and Energy Conservation in manets,” Springer Transaction in
Computer Science, Special Issue on Advances in Autonomic Computing: Formal
Engineering Methods for Nature-Inspired Computing Systems (in press).
We present a formal analysis of the effectiveness of our genetic algorithm using
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theorems and lemmas and introduce an inhomogeneous Markov chain model
to prove its convergence. The formal methods given in book chapter B3 (Section 8.2.2) are extended in this paper.
J6. C. S. Sahin, S. Gundry, E. Urrea, and M. U. Uyar, “Bio-inspired algorithms Homogeneous Markov chain analysis on self-organizing manets,” IEEE Transactions in Evolutionary Computations, (in review).
The stochastic behavior of fga, like all ga-based approaches, makes it difficult
to analyze the effects that various manet characteristics have on its convergence
speed. Metrically transitive homogeneous Markov chains have been used to
analyze the convergence of our fga with respect to various communication
ranges of mobile nodes and also the number of nodes in various scenarios. The
Dobrushin contraction coefficient explained in conference papers C10 and C12
(Section 8.2.3) is used to develop inhomogeneous Markov chain model for our
ga-based topology control application.

8.2.2

Refereed Book Chapters

B1. C. S. Sahin, E. Urrea, and M. U. Uyar, “Decentralized Topology Control for Autonomous Mobile Agents in manets,” Book Chapter for Formal and Practical
Aspects of Autonomic Computing and Networking: Specification, Development
and Verification, IGI Global (in press).
In this chapter, we provided detail analysis of formal (using a dynamical model)
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and practical aspects of convergence properties of fga. Our ga-based topology
control approach was treated as a dynamical system in order to provide formalism to study its convergence trajectory in the space of possible populations. Discrete time dynamical system model is used for calculating the cumulative effects
of our fga operators such as selection, mutation, and crossover as a population
of possible solutions evolves through generations. To demonstrate applicability
of fga to real-life problems and evaluate its effectiveness, we implemented a
simulation software system and several different testbed platforms. The simulation and testbed experiment results indicated that, for important performance
metrics such as normalized area coverage (nac) and convergence rate, fga can
be an effective mechanism to deploy nodes under restrained communication
conditions in manets operating in unknown areas. Dynamical model of our
ga-based topology control application is introduced in conference paper C14
(Section 8.2.3) and is extended in this book chapter.
B2. C. S. Sahin, E. Urrea, and M. U. Uyar, “Bio-Inspired Algorithms for Selforganization in manets,” IGI Book Chapter for Biologically Inspired Communications Networks (in press).
We presented a formal analysis of the effectiveness of our GA-based approach
with respect to convergence speed and area coverage uniformity using Lyapunov
stability theory. We also extend homogeneous Markov model in conference
papers C10 and C12 (Section 8.2.3) to provide convergence analysis of our fga.
B3. C. S. Sahin, S. Gundry, E. Urrea, and M. U. Uyar, “A Bio-Inspired Approach to
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Self-organization of Mobile Nodes in Real-time Mobile Ad Hoc Network Applications,” Book Chapter for Variants of Evolutionary Algorithms for Real-World
Applications, Springer (in press).
In this book chapter, formal and practical aspects of convergence properties
of our fga are presented. Formal convergence analysis is provided by imcfga
model. The Dobrushin contraction coefficient explained in conference papers
C10 and C12 (Section 8.2.3) is used to develop inhomogeneous Markov chain
model for our ga-based topology control application.

8.2.3

Refereed Conference Publications

C1. E. Urrea, C. S. Sahin, M. U. Uyar, M. Conner, H. Sharif, I. Hokelek, and G.
Bertoli, “Simulation Experiments for Knowledge Sharing Agents Using Genetic
Algorithms in manets,” In Proceeding of International Conference on Artificial
Intelligence and Pattern Recognition (AIPR 07), pp. 369-376, July 2007.
In this paper, we introduced a set of simulation experiments for knowledge
sharing agents usinggas. In the simulation experiments, we used two different
fitness functions, namely Gaussian and step distributions and discussed their
performance for our objectives including uniform mobile nodes distribution.
C2. E. Urrea, C. S. Sahin, M. U. Uyar, M. Conner, H. Sharif, I. Hokelek, G. Bertoli,
and C. Pizzo, “Uniform manet Node Distribution for Mobile Agents Using Genetic Algorithms,” 2007 International Conference on Genetic and Evolutionary
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Methods - (GEM 07), CSREA Press, pp. 24-30, July 2007.
We present three different sets of ga-based experiments based on the mobility
adjustment procedures, where mobile agents:
– constantly move (called Case 1),
– stop intermittently once a perfect fitness is obtained until other nodes move
into their vicinity (called Case 2),
– stop permanently once a perfect fitness is obtained (called Case 3).
The performance of these approaches is analyzed with respect to their normalized area coverage, average fitness values, and convergence towards a uniform
distribution. This paper uses the fitness functions introduced in conference
paper C1 above with additional mobility adjustment procedures.
C3. C. Dogan, M. U. Uyar, E. Urrea, C. S. Sahin, I. Hokelek, “Testbed Implementation of Genetic Algorithms for Self Spreading Nodes in manets,” 2008
International Conference on Genetic and Evolutionary Methods - (GEM 08),
CSREA Press, pp. 10-16, July 2008.
A testbed using Xilinx ml310 development boards with Virtex-II Protm fpga
devices, desktop and laptop computers implementing gas for self-spreading mobile nodes in manets is presented in this paper. The fitness function from conference paper C1 and ga (Case 2) from conference paper C2 are used in this
paper.
C4. E. Urrea, C. S. Sahin, M. U. Uyar, M. Conner, I. Hokelek, G. Bertoli and C.
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Pizzo, “Comparative Evaluation of Genetic Algorithms for Force-Based SelfDeployment of Mobile Agents in manets,” 2008 International Conference on
Genetic and Evolutionary Methods - (GEM 08), CSREA Press, USA, pp. 90-95,
July 2008.
This paper compares two different self-deployment algorithms for mobile agents
in wireless mobile ad-hoc networks based on genetic algorithms using potential
field techniques called fga and cluster-based ga called cbga. Comparative
evaluation of the two approaches are based on the metrics such as area coverage,
deployment time and the distance traveled by the mobile nodes. Our fga from
conference paper C5 and the mobility model from conference paper C2 are used
in this paper.
C5. C. S. Sahin, E. Urrea, M. U. Uyar, M. Conner, I. Hokelek, G. Bertoli and
C. Pizzo, “Genetic Algorithms for Self-Spreading Nodes in manets,” The 10th
Annual Conference on Genetic and Evolutionary Computation (GECCO), pp.
1141-1142, July 2008.
We introduce our fga for self-spreading mobile nodes uniformly over a geographical area. Simulation experiments are provided and they had encouraging
results for the performance of our fga with respect to normalized area coverage.
The mobility model in this paper is from conference paper C2.
C6. C. S. Sahin, E. Urrea, M. U. Uyar, M. Conner, I. Hokelek, G. Bertoli and C.
Pizzo, “Uniform Distribution of Mobile Agents Using Genetic Algorithms for
Military Applications in manets,” IEEE International Conference on Military
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Communications (MILCOM), pp.10-16, Nov 2008.
We presented a military application example such that in the observed occurrence of a threat situation, if the number of autonomous mobile nodes change
with time (e.g., losing assets during an operation), the remaining agents should
reposition themselves to compensate the lost in coverage and network connectivity. In this paper, we use our simulation software, which is from conference
paper C5, to evaluate the effectiveness of our fga within these types of military
applications.
C7. C. S. Sahin, E. Urrea, M. U. Uyar, M. Conner, I. Hokelek, G. Bertoli and C.
Pizzo, “Self-deployment of Mobile Agents in manets for Military Applications,”
Army Science Conference, pp. 1-8, Dec 2008.
In this paper, in addition to the military scenario in conference paper C6, autonomous mobile nodes randomly malfunctioned and stopped communication
for a certain time to listen environment (called silent mode) in case of jamming
by enemy. During silent mode, the mobile nodes did not run their ga-based
topology control approach.
C8. C. Dogan, C. S. Sahin, M. U. Uyar, and E. Urrea, “Testbed for Node Communication in manets to Uniformly Cover Unknown Geographical Terrain Using
Genetic Algorithms,” The NASA/ESA Conference on Adaptive Hardware and
Systems (AHS09), pp.273-280, San Francisco, CA, July 2009.
We introduce a testbed having integrated gumstix/iRobot platforms and also
compared the results of this testbed with the testbed in conference paper C3.
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The ga used in this article comes from conference paper C8.
C9. J. Kusyk, M. U. Uyar, E. Urrea, C. S. Sahin, M. A. Fecko, and S. Samtani, “Efficient Node Distribution Techniques in Mobile Ad Hoc Networks Using Game
Theory,” IEEE Intl. Conf. on Military Communications (MILCOM 2009), pp.
1-7, October 2009.
Using our distributed game (nspg-g1) for manet nodes to position themselves
in an unknown geographical terrain to obtain the highest area coverage, we show
that, combined with our fga to determine the next best location to move, nspgga1 can provide a near uniform node spreading. ga is inspired from conference
papers C5 and C7.
C10. C. S. Sahin, S. Gundry, E. Urrea, M. U. Uyar, M. Conner, G. Bertoli and C.
Pizzo, “Markov Chain Models for Genetic Algorithm Based Topology Control
in manets,” Applications of Evolutionary Computation, EvoApplications 2010
(EvoComNet), pp. 41-50, April 2010.
In this paper, we provide our initial formal analyzes for the convergence properties of fga. Homogeneous Markov chain model for our fga is introduced.
We run our simulation software to study the effects of varying communication
range on the convergence of our fga. Simulation experiments indicate that the
increased communication range for the mobile nodes does not result in a faster
convergence. The topology control algorithm is used from conference papers C5
an C7.
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C11. J. Kusyk, M. U. Uyar, E. Urrea, C. S. Sahin, “Game Theory Based Autonomous
Mobile Nodes Distribution in manets,” 33rd IEEE Sarnoff Symposium, pp. 15, April 2010.
Improved version of our approach in conference paper C9 is presented with the
formal proof of convergence.
C12. C. S. Sahin, S. Gundry, E. Urrea, M. U. Uyar, M. Conner, G. Bertoli and C.
Pizzo, “Convergence Analysis of Genetic Algorithms for Topology Control in
manets,” 33rd IEEE Sarnoff Symposium, pp. 1-5, April 2010.
We analyze the homogeneous Markov chain model for our fga with respect to
varying number of autonomous mobile nodes that is the different part of this
paper than conference paper C10.
C13. J. Kusyk, E. Urrea, C. S. Sahin, M. U. Uyar, “Resilient Node Self-positioning
Methods for manets Based on Game Theory and Genetic Algorithms,” IEEE
Intl. Conf. on Military Communications (MILCOM) (in press).
A new node spreading potential game, called Rel-nspg is introduced in this
paper. This game runs at each node, autonomously makes movement decisions
based on localized data while the best next location to move is selected by a
ga. This paper is an improved version of conference paper C11.
C14. E. Urrea, C. S. Sahin, M. U. Uyar, M. Conner, G. Bertoli and C. Pizzo, “Estimating Behavior of a GA-based Topology Control Mechanism for Self-Spreading
Nodes in manets,” IEEE Intl. Conf. on Military Communications (MILCOM)
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(in press)
This paper introduces a dynamical system model for our fga.
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